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PLAYERS'
BLOOD WEDDING
MARCH 3, 4, 5. 7

mnttirlartmt

Volume XL—Number 11

MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE, UPPER MONTCLAIR, N. J.

SCHOOL BOND
ISSUE VO TED
Voters in Montclair vetoed a
school bond issue in special
elections h e l d ,
Wednesday,
March 1, 1966 — 7025 to 5966.
The decision climaxed a two
. month controversy that widely
split the residential commun
ity.
The Board of Education and
Dr. R o b e r t W.
Blanchard,
school superintendent, had pro
posed renovations and additions
for two schools and renovations
for a third school.
A t issue, however, in the re
ferendum was more than con
struction. Dr. Blanchard
had
recommended the introduction
of a 4-4-4 school framework. The
elementary schools would be
c o m p o s e d of grades- one
through four; the middle school
would consist of grades f i v e
through eight, and the h i g h
school would be comprised of
grades nine through twelve.
The present system consists
of six-year elementary schools,
three-year junior high schools,
and a three-year high' school. A
3.85 million referendum for a
single junior high school was
defeated in Montclair in 1965.
Those who favored what had
(become known as the Montclair
Education Plan, which included
the 4-4-4 systems and the school
construction proposal,
main
tained that it is essential f o r
the return of quality education
to the community, which once
'boasted one of the country’s
ibest s c h o o l systems. They
maintained that the l o c a l
schools are overcrowded and
that many teaching facilities
are deficient.
Opponents saw the bill as an
end to the neighborhood school
concept requiring an unneces
sary and burdensome expendi
ture.
In the background, however,
was thé racial issue.

COTILLION
COMING
MARCH 19

March 4, 196S

Campus Groups To Compete
In Pi’s Follies, March 11

Follies time is here again! The women of Delta Omicron P i take
great pleasure in presenting their annual talent show. This year
I there are eighteen organizations participating. Their acts range
from serious dance routines to hilarious skits to an original one
act play. We have found that through their participation in the Fol
lies the fraternities and sororities develop a feeling of friendship
and cooperation.
This year seven of our fra
■After Another;” and Delta Sig
ternities are placing their vari
ma Chi will cavort in “Peter
ed talents into competition. A g
Pan Chunky Style.”
ora will amuse us with “ Franki
The women of P i will enter
and Johnny;” Phi Lambda Pi
tain
while the winners are being
will offer “ Tranquility;” P h i
selected. Their theme is “ P i
Sigma Epsilon, “Ten Thousand
I Presents the Sound of Music” di
Year Old Brew Master;” T a u rected by Inez Bonardi. Marlene
Sigma Delta will present an or Bonardi will sing in her inimit
iginal drama entitled “ Out, Out able style during this same in
Scene from 'Blood Wedding'
Brief Candle. . .;” Lambda Chi termission.
This year’s co-chairmen a r e
Delta will act in “ Persistence of
Diane Tuzzolo and Idanna Sibley.
M em ory;” Alpha Phi Omega
Idanna will also be the Mistress
will open the show with “ Excel of Ceremonies. Other committee
sior;” and- the men of Psi Chi heads include Donna S m i t h ,
Committee ;
Minnie
will cavort in a comedy, “ How Booster
Last night Players presented their first performance of Federico
Trophy Committee; Trish Geig
to Make a Man?”
Garcia Lorca’s “ Blood Wedding.” Other performances will be to
er, Program; and Elise VellucThe eleven sororities involved ci, Tickets.
night, Saturday, and Monday evenings.
“ Blood Wedding” is the first play of a trilogy written by the in the show are Alpha Chi Beta
There w i l l be three prizes
Spaniard. To capture the passions, superstitions, and folk rhythm entertaining with “ A Rose is a awarded this year: First Place;
of Andalucia, a southern province of Spain, Lorca skillfully uses Rose is a. . .;” Dalphac dancing Second Place, and Honorable
color, poetry,'music, and dance. The fatalistic nature of the towns
in “ Syncopated Syclops;” Delta Mention. The various acts will
be judged by the triad of evalu
people and their tragedy seems
first girl; Eleanor O’Mara, t h e Theta Psi presenting “ The F i
ators on quality and originality
to foreshadow prophesied Lor
second girl; and Louis Homy- nale Finis;” Iota Gamma X i
of performance and adherence
ca’s own untimely deaty by the
ack, the first youth.
whirling through “ Once Upon a to theme and time limit.
facists in 1936 at the beginning qf
Dr. Clyde W. McElroy, direct Time. .
the Spanish Civil War.
Kappd Pho Upsilon
The Follies will be held otn.
tor, cited the contributions o f
Friday
evening, March 11 at 7:30
“
Singing
in
the
R
ain;”
Kappa
The cast includes Janice How Dr. Quintana, Social Studies De
ard as the mother, Marianne partment, w h o told t h e cast Sigma Rho marching in “ Rat- in Memorial Auditorium. T i c 
kets w ill go on sale Monday,
Santagata as the bride, Carol about Andaiucia, and of M i s s tat-tat-tat;”
Lambda Omega
Galluci as the mother-in-law, Jensen, Physical Education De Tau dancing in “ Disallusioned; ” March 7 outside Fretetman Hall
Cafetteria and Life Hall Cafeteri
Debbra Shawers as Leonard’s partment, who directed t h e
Mu Sigma w ill take up on a mu during the lunch hours. T h e y
wife, Janice Harris as the serv choreography.
sical tour with “ Mu Sigma on also may be purchased from
ant woman, Madeline Brannich
Tickets can be obtained at the
as the neighbor, Dennis Fyffe as
Broadway;” Theta Chi Rho will any P i girl. Tickets will be sold
box office and at the Fishbowl
Leonardo, Jay Teran as t h e for one dollar for adults, free present “ Great Expectations;” at the door on the night of the
bridegroom, Dan Coney as the with S.G.A. card, or fifty cents Sigma Delta Phil will convince show. The price of admission is
$.75.
bride’s father. Joseph Krertsky
us that “ Life is One Damn Thin
for students.
plays the moon; Sue Guthrie,
the beggar woman; Michael San
Giouanni, the first woodcutter;
Louis Mascolo, the second wood
Proponents of the new school
plan, led by a group called the cutter, Stanley Knap, the third
woodcutter; Lorraine Davi t h e
(Continued on page 6)
The Inter-Sorority Council is
At Rutgers, the state univer very proud to announce their
Governor Richard Hughes in
his annual message to the New sity - Kilm er campus $7.9 mil Sixth Annual Cotillion. T h i s
Jersey Legislature in January lion; University Heights, $6.1 year’s. Cotillion will be held on
announced a $50 million college- million; New Brunswick cam March 19, 1966 at * the Hotel
construction program. The Go pus, $600,000; Douglass College, Roosevelt in New York City.
vernor offered the biggest pay- $350,000; Agricultural College, Much -careful planning has been
Since 1946 the Men Of Phi Lambda P i have sponsored an annual
as-you-go
expansion
program $2.1 million; Camden campus, put into this event to make it
beauty contest for the selection of a campus queen. The event con
for public higher education in $2.2 million, and Newark cam even more successful than the
sisted of an assembly and a dance held in early spring. The as
pus, $5 million, for a total of past Cotillions.
sembly was in reality a fashion show enabling the student body to the state’s history. He propos
$24.3 million.
ed
to
finance
$30
million
of
it
choose ten semi-finalists and the men of the campus to select the
The purpose of the Cotillion
The six state colleges-would
by an income tax and the recampus queen in a poll.
is to introduce the more recent
ing
the
tax
retroactively
to
Jan
receive
roughly
$20
million,
in
This year the Men of Phi have found it necessary to alter the
cluding the following: Trenton, members of the sororities t o
program. The event will now be run in complete conjunction with uary 1, 1966.
$5.5
million; Paterson, $3.4 mil the faculty and administration
the Miss America Preliminaries
The Governor estimates that
will be awarded for the winner,
lion; Jersey City, $3.3 million; of the college. The twelve soro
Rules and Regulations Commit
first runner up, and Miss Con a 1 to 5 per cent graduated in Glassboro, $3 million; Newark, rities on campus will all be
tee. This will be an official beau
come tax will produce $180 mil
geniality.
$2.4 million and Montclair, $2 represented. There w ill be ap
ty pageant consisting of gown,
lion in the first year. By now
proximately two-hundred girls
The
ten
finalists
were
picked
million.
talent,- and swimsuit competi
applying the tax to income now
presented. This will be done ac
in
a
preliminary
judging
yester
The
.Newark
College
of
Engi
tion. A team of local merchants
being earned in the state, this
cording to their sororities —•
and prominent townspeople will day. The original contestants figure would jump to $232 mil neering would receive $5.3 mil this year starting in reverse al
were Linda Rozzi, Loretta Hof
lion.
serve as judges.
fman,
Jackie Brevard, Janis lion for one time only. A ll told,
Mr. Hughes said the expan phabetical order with T h e t a
The queen this year will be Parolie, Marilyn Morey, Sandra the Governor’s budgest is ex sion would create space for 8,- Chi Rho. The ex-president of
crowned Miss Montclair State. Greene, M ary Alice Manzo, As pected to run about $900 mil 890 new full-time students i n each sorority will provide the
Among her awards include: a sunta Nufrio, Lynne Ford, Heidi lion, a record for the state. He the state colleges and 3,500 at introductions. After the girls
$150.00 scholarship from t h e Kurbjewel, Janet Vavmonsky,
Rutgers. There would be plac have been announced they will
Men of Phi Lambda Pi, Repre Rosemary Petrullo, Sue Guthrie, has submitted the budget dur es for 800 more students at the go through the receiving line.
sentation of the College (e x - Linda Weeder, Gayle Chrustow- ing the earlier part of Febru Newark College of Engineering
Patricia Pohlmeyer is this
penses fully paid) at the Miss Byrd, and Edith Me Watters.
ary.
and 2,000 additional part - time
year’s chairman of the Cotil
New Jersey Finals at Cherry
students at Rutgers, for an ov
The finals will be held on Sa
lion. Working with her are Joan
The Governor’s construction
Hill in July, Representation of turday, March 12 at 7:00 p.m. in
er-all total of 15,190.
Ricola as co-chairman and, on
program
does
not
include
funds
the College at The Apple Blos Memorial Audotirum. Tickets
Most of the money would go
the
many committees, Anna Lesom Festival in Pennsylbania, will be on sale in the Fishbowl for dormitories at existing in for new
campus
buildings,
pore,
Ronnie Martin, Vera Nioand performance of duties as netxt week at $.75 for students stitutions. The breakdown i s laboratory and library facili
si,
and
Cynthia Robbata.
ties,
and
more
classrooms.
as follows:
Queen of Homecoming. Trophies and $1.00 for adults.

Players T o Stage Production
O f Lorca’s ‘Blood Wedding’

Hughes Outlines $50 Million
College Construction Plans

Phi Lambda Pi to Sponsor
Campus Queen Contest

Cotillion Plans

Near Completion

Page 2
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T IM E E S S A Y :

Sansone Initiates Plan
THE FUTURIST: Looking Toward A.D. 2000 To Educate Vietnamese
Technology has advanced more rapidly in the past 50 years than ------------------- —--------------------- T
_ L
„
,
,
.
in the previous-5,000. Men in business, government, education and P That closer inner space, the
James^B. Sansone, a mathematics teacher at Wellington High
science itself realize that they must look at least two decades ! ocean’ wil1 be even more radi-1 School, has evolved a^plan for utilizing teachers to help win the
ahead just to keep abreast, must learn to survive under totally dif- cally transformed. Rand experts |war in Viet Nam. Under tms plan, the teachers will be using the
ferent conditions. The new futurists, as they sometimes call them- ! visualize fish herded and raised j weapon which they can handle best - education,
selves, are well aware of past failures. Soon after World Warr II, Iin offsh° re pens as cattle are I This program, which will send 150 teachers to Viet Nam this
top U.S. scientists dismissed and derided the notion of an accur- I today- Huge fields of kelp and ( summer to teach refugees i-n that war-torn country, is an “ antidote
other kinds of seaweed will be to anti-war demonstrations and peace marches” that reached their
ate
intercontinental
ballistic i —S— B H H—
1
■
j
tended
by undersea “ farmer's” - ! peak throughout the country last
missile, and as late as 1956, Bri method, in which a wide range
Clayton, deputy state commis
frogmen who will live for I October, according to Sansone.
tain’s Astronomer Royal called of experts aore queried and re
sioner of education, said he was
the prospect of space travel queried for their forecasts, ar- |months at a time in submerged
1 I
.
bunkhouses. The protein-rich unAfter discussing his idea with in favor of the program, but be
“ utter bilge.” Relying on t h e
riving finally at a near-consen- j derseas cr0D will probablv b e i some friends, Sansone sought fore the state could supply any
atom’s almost limitless energy,
,
„ ground up to produce a dull -¡a id from local, Congressional of the necessary funds, Sansone
the computer’s almost limitless that the timing and, nature
of
j
’
b
. “ intellect,” the futurists predict pure inventions or'basic break-1
(Coniinued on page 5)
¡and state officials. Dr. Joseph would have to have sanction
an era of almost l i m i t l e s s througs — such as the achieve
from the U.S. State Department.
change.
ment of atomic fission — are not
The project 'nas been approv
predictable. In many cases, they
New Skill and Time
ed by the State Department.
must still rely on “ imaginings.”
Presently, officials in Saigon are
The exploration of the future
People and Weather
I studying the cost factors involed
has become a sizable business.
By A.D. 2000, the U.£i. popula
in setting up the operation.
General E l e c t r i c has set up
American colleges and universities, already struggling to deal
Tempo (Technical Management tion will have risen to about 330
A
non-profit
organization
Planning Organization) in Santa million, and nine out ‘ of t e n with the ever-increasing enrollment of recent yaers, must soon
Voluntary
Academic
Barbara, where 200 physical sci- I Americans will be living in sup cope with another wave of students arising from a new source. called
Youth Abroad has been set up in
e
r
«
ties
or
their
suburbs.
B
u
t
Two
weeks
ago,
the
U.S.
Congress
unanimously
passed
a
new
G.
entists, sociologists, economists
order to qualify for aid f r o m
and engineers contemplate the cities, like industry, will tend to I. Bill of Rights which will provide educational benefits for veterprivate foundations in the event
deeentralize;
with
instant
com-|
ans
who
have
served
180
days
or
more
in
active
duty
since
Janu
future on a budget that tops $7,
government funds are not forth
000,000 a year. The Air Force ^ I munications, it will no longer1be ary 31, 1955. The law, which will go into effect this June, is design
coming.
I
necessary
for
business
entered
for
the
purpose
of
“
extend
Wright-Patterson A.F.B., c o n - I .
to cluster
cluster together.
together. Fut- ing the ¡benefits of higher edu stated that these students pre
ducts studies of the whole pro- Prises to
Four hundred fourteen teach
ferred close relationships w i t h
blem of scientific prediction, al urist Marshall McLuhan e v e n cation to qualified and deserving
ers have already volunteered
the
faculty
and
attending
lec
so contributes $15 million a year fofesees the possibility that ma young people.”
t'neir services for the expedition.
tures by eminent speakers t o
to Santa Monica’s Rand Corp. to ny people will stay at home, do
Eligible veterans may r e  the more common extra-curricu In the immediate future Sansone
think — and not necessarily, ing their work via countrywide ceive a month of educational as
will tour all colleges and univer
lar activities such as fraterni
about weapons systems. The telecommunication.
sities and teacher organizations
sistance, up to 36 months, f o r ties,
college
athletics
arid
nonprofit Hudson Institute in
in the state for more recruits.
None of the forecasters seem each month of active duty. proms.
vestigates. the possibilities of
to have any,,good solution for These benefits will be extended
The State Department of Edu
Despite the fact that t h e s e
war and peace. At the Universi
the
traffic problem, though they to veterans enrolled in v o c a enrolees are ex- cation has granted the use of the
ty of Illinois, Dr. Charles O s 
good is conducting a “ comput- count on automated, and possib- tional, business, secondary and ! peCted to be of high caliber, sev-i six state colleges for the train
other schools as well as those |^
problems are als0 antici-1 ing of volunteers in the V i e t
erized exploration of the y e a r i ly underground, highways. Me
(attending colleges and umversi-1 ted ^ ., estimated that about|Namese language and the his
2000, and the Southern Illinois ; Luhan and others predict t h a t I ties.
21,000 veterans will take advan tory and customs of Viet Nam.
University is providing m oneÿ,bg-jj-j, the- wheel and the highway
and facilities for Buckminister I uvul ,'ilc vvi‘ccl a“ u
ulsi!WilJ [ Most educators expect that tage of the educational assist Training is scheduled to begin
Fuller’s World Resources' In- w - bo obsolete, giving way to the veterans who enroll will be ance benefits, and that a large this week and last for a period
ventory. The American Acade- ( hovercraft that , ride on air, serious and hard - working stu proportion of that number will of twenty weeks. Classes w i l l
rdy of Arts and Sciences helps! Planes carrying 1,000'*passengers j dents. They base this prediction enroll in the nation’s universi run five hours a week.
to support the Commission on j and flying just under the speed i on The performance Of students ties and colleges. This will cre
According to Sansone, there
the Year :20b:, headed by Colum- of sound will of course be old who enrolled under the World ate admissions problems for the are about 600,000 refugees i n
bia •Sociologist Daniel B e 11. j hat The new thing will be trans- War II and Korean War G. I. institutions which must find Viet Nam. It is expected t h a t
T h e'F o rd Foundation has alio- port by ballistic rocket, capable bills. In speaking of student vet room for these students. The is- the volunteers will be sent to the
cated $1,400,000 this year to a of reaching any place on earth erans under the former bills, sue is a complex one. The appli- [ many refugee camps scattered
group called Resources for t h e I in 40 minutes. In Rand’s Delphi Dean Clarence C. Walton of Col cation deadline for admission in j throughout the country. T h e y
Future, also Supports- a Paris- study, 82 scientists agreed that umbia University’s School o f the fall of 1966 has already pas will remain there for a period
“ They sed at numerous colleges. A d  of three months.
based organization headed by |a permanent
lunar base will General Studies said,
Veteran Futurist Bertrand de ihave b een ‘ established long be- were hard-working, intellectual- missions offices also have t h e
The intended approach w i l l
i fore A.D. 2000 and that men will j ly curious, ready to question ac- difficult task of evaluating t h e
Jouvenel, whose studies a r e
have flown past Venus, arid land- cepted ideas 7-^ in short, f i n e educational qualifications a n d emphasize the basic “ three R ’s”
known as ‘‘Les Futuribles.”
ed on Mars.
students.” Dean Walton also backgrounds of the new appli as well as economics, civics,
cants.
Many of t h e veterans hygiene and athletics.
Forecasting is an art that still
Sansone has stated that, “ We
may have had specialized train
has few textbooks. Its basic tool
will try to give the Viet Namese
ing or college extension courses
is extrapolation from yesterday
people a desire to live and pro
while in the armed services, or
gress under a system of selfand today.' As John McHale, ex
may have finished high school
determination modeled after our
ecutive director' of World R e 
in the service. Their special vo
own democracy. Only through
sources Inventory, puts it: “ The
At a méeting Tuesday, February .8, in Mallory Hall Auditorium, cational interests may necessi education’ can these people help
future-of the future is in the pre The Interfaith Council of Montclair State College held a discussion tate adjustments in the usual themselves. We aren’t g o i n g sent.” Some other methods seem on the topic “ Are College Students Turning Away from Organized I curriculum requirements.
there to win •the military, w a r .
There are other problems con- We are going to win the peace.”
fa irly arcane. Defense Expert Regligion?” ’ Mr. Peter Macaluso, Mr. Adams, and Dr. Leonard
Buchner were guest speakers who led the discussion. Moderator of fronting the veterans in personHerman
Kahn, for
instance,
the proceedings was Leonard Scalia.
al and financial areas. D e a n
uses “ scenario writing,” in
Mr. Macaluso cited that he sees the problem as one of “ break- Walton
commented, “ w h i l e1
which various alternative f u  down of communication” be
veterans are generally m o r e
as ‘no honest-to-God interest mature and able to take care
ture situations are dramatized. tween organized religion, the
in social justice.” Organized |
world,
and
man.
“
C
h
u
r
c
h
e
s
of themselves, they often have
Some forecasters use computers
religion
should be applicable to |
should leave themselves open
more problems than younger
to produce a symbolic “ model”
I to change ; organized religion society today. The college stu students.”
'
j On February 15, the Reverof particular social or economic| needs reform,” says Mr. Maca- dent has no interest in a form-1 “ "
There will be a higher p e r - (end James Pindar of Seton Hall
structures — including whole im luso. As a solution he offers al religion unless it can be apof married
students j University addressed Newman
dustries or nations— and then “ Fraterriity” to bridge the gaps plied to the present. According centage
to Mr. Adams, “ love of neigh-1 among the veterans, which will (club members of MSC on the
simulate the interaction of vari between the three areas,
ables. Rand uses the “ Delphi”
Mr. Adams sees the problem bor” manifested by working for j mean additional housing and fi- ! topic of “ Modern Communicasocial justice is the answer,
naneial problems. Many will tions and the Church.” Federal
have" Ino financial support from aid to education, the right of
Dr. Buchner sees no, problem. parents. The finding of part - the parochial school system to
College students are not turn- time jobs and job counseling in |public funds, and the growing
ing away from organized reli- pgeneral will be serious consid- |rate of enrollment in both pubgion, but merely exercising the j erations. Veterans with no de-1 lie and parochial schools were
March 16
Petitions available in S.G.A. Office
right to
question, interpret, pendents are eligible to receive also discuss'ed.
philosophize,
and accumulate $100 per month when enrolled as | March 21
Petitions must be returned to the S.G.A.
religious experiences.” If left to L full _ 'time students. T h o s e | Father Pindar is head of the
Office
themselves
college
students |with one dependent mqy receive Communications Department of
March 23
Official campaigning begins
can discuss religion on a higher |
j $125 per month; those with two jSeton Hall University, S o u t h
level of intellectuality; there is or more may, receive $150 per Orange, and is a noted lecturer
March 29
Candidates speeches 10:00 A.M. Memorial
in\ many fields ranging f r o m
a period of liberality, but stabi- j month.
Auditorium
These benefits
arer
lity in religion returns.” -These j slightly lower than those receiv I radio and television to educaMarch 30
Election
Ition to retreats.
changes are developmental, and |
ed by Korean War and World j 1
n e c e s s a r y for the normal
War II veterans; It has been
Also, at this meeting, applicaQUALIFICATIONS
growth of a moral society.
noted that to compensate f o r tions were made available to
1. Member of the Sophomore Class
After their respective speech this drop, other forms of student those students wishing to run
2. Cumulative average of 2.50 or above
widely for any office of the Newman
es, there was a period of rebutt assistance' are more
3. Self-nomination by petition
take
al arid disciissibn with the audi available now than during t h e Club. The elections will
ence.
-'
r.-mcoq ’terms of the last two G. I. bills'. ] place on March 17.

U.S. Colleges Brace For

Booming G I Enrollment

Macaluso, Adams, Buchner
Discuss Organized Religion

Pindar Addresses
Newman Members

SGA Election Schedule

March A. 1966
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CLUB To Sponsor R oof top
Singers Donovan, Mar. 7

,

On Friday, March 18, at 8:00 p.rn., the College Life Union, Board
of the Student Government Association, Inc. will present their sec
ond in a series of spring semester concerts. The concert will fea
ture THE ROOFTOP SINGERS, a noted folksinging group, and
DONOVAN, the newest sensation in folk rock.
The best introduction to The Rooftop Singers is their statement of
musical aims and how they go about achieving them.
“ The songs we-sing, in many
Newport Folk Festival last Ju
cases, come from what has
ly. Reports the New York
been called folk music, and our
Times, “ He is a gentle singer
music deals with aspects of hu
with a sweet and a p p e a l i n g
man life on many levels.
voice who works in a relaxed-,
“ Some of the songs were writ understated and intimate style.
ten by one of us, arid on some Donovan plays guitar ably and
two of us have collaborated. punctuates his songs economi
Others are folk songs that we cally with harmonica figures
have accepted, changed- or re
Donovan says there are two
written. We consider the main
sorts of listeners. “ There is the
body of folk song as iron ore,
intellect who breaks down ev
so to speak, to be tempered in
ery word like breaking d o w n
to expressions of those things
Bob Dylan’s lyrics to see what
we wish to sing about.
they mean. And there is the oth
“ We all live in New York Ci er, like a little mod chick I had
ty by choice, and the influences met who just listened to one of
of the City have played a domi my songs — she had n e v e r
nant role in the crystallization heard folk music before ■— and
of our musical ideas i n t o the valued it straight away on first
impression. This is what I re
songs we present.”
spect, as this is music listened
Raved the Ursinus Weekly in to with the same simplicity as
their October 11 issue, “ T h e it was written.”
Rooftop Singers came on stage
The program will prove to be
claiming ‘W e’re Going to Have
a Good Time.’ They and their a highlight of this year’s Club
audience did just that f r o m Concerts. Tickets will be avail
their opening song to their en able beginning on M o n d a y ,
core number with e v e r y o n e March 7 at the Fishbowl.
The prices are $1.25 with SGA
singing ‘Amen’ .”
card, $2.00 for students outside
The Rooftop Singers can be MSC, and $2.50 for adults.
remembered for their hit tunes,
“ Walk Right In,” “ Tom Cat”
and “Momma Won’t Allow No
Guitar Playing Here.”
D o n o v a n , the 19 - year - old
Glasgow-born singer, began his
great American following at the

Montclair To Host
Regional Meetings

Montclair State College w i l l
host the first of three regional
ing
Pressures
on
Youth,’'’
meetings to consider “ ReducMarch 8, 1966 from 4:00 to 6:0
p.m. in Memorial Auditorium.
The after - school meetings
will follow a format permitting
high school teachers to partici
pate in a discussion of pres
sures and their effects on teen
agers. The New Jersey Secon
dary School Teachers Associa
tion’s 1966 Yearbook, “ Pres
sures That Disorganize in Se
condary Schools,” to be pub
lished this spring, is based on
this theme.
Dr. Louis E. Raths, distin
guished service professor at Ne
wark State College, w ill speak
Rooftop Singers
at Montclair State on, “ Devel
oping Commitments A m o n g
Students.” The second and third
meetings will be held at Cherry
Hill High School and Rutgers
University, March 22 and 29,
The Montclair State College respectively.
Business Education Department
A ll three meetings will have
w ill hold its Annual Conference a panel discussion and o p e n
on Thursday, March 17, 1966 in forum
following
the
key
the Memorial Auditorium. The note address. Dr. Henry C.
program this year is being pre Herge of the Rutgers Graduate
sented in cooperation with the School of Education will be mo
New Jersey Business Education derator. Dr. Sol Gordon, editor
Association on the occasion of of the 1966 NJSSTA Yearbook,
its 50th Anniversary.
will serve as discussant.
A presentation . of significant
Additional information m a y
i n t e r e s t for the secondary be obtained by calling or writ
school business education teach ing Dr. Henry C. Herge, Rut
er will be given this year en gers Graduate School of Educa
titled, “ Business Education and tion, New Brunswick, New Jer
the Community College.”
sey; phone, CH 7-1766, Exten

Business Ed. Dept.

Holds Conference

Registration is scheduled for sion 6626.
3:15 p.m. Those interested may
register early by writing to Mr.
Albert D. Rossetti, Department
ATTENTION
of Business Education, Mont
clair State College, Upper Mont
The Conceri Choir has been
clair, New Jersey.
rescheduled for Wednesday
Registration and dinner will March 30 at 8:30 p.m.
be $3.00; registration only, $1.00.

Duo Romero Guitarists

Romero Guitarists Fire Auditorium
With Classical Selections, March 9
On March 9, 1966, at 8:30 p.m., the Music Organization Commis
Pepe will play Girolamo Fression will present the Duo Romeros Guitarists; Celin and Pepe, in a I cabaldi’s “ Aria con variazioni”
program featuring works from the Flamenco to modern eras. and the traditional Flamenco
It was only five years ago when an American studying with Cele- pieces of “ Alegrias,” “ Fandan
donia Romero in Spain persuaded the Romero family to move to gos de Huelva,” “Medias Gran
California, where they have established a guitar school. Since then j adinas,” and “ Bulerias.”
American audiences have been learning that the musical potential
As a duet, the brothers w i l l
of the guitar has only just begun
play Jean B a b t i s t e Lully’s
one
of
the
most
fantastic
guito be tapped.
tarists the city has heard i n “Suite,” Villa - Lobos’ “ BrasiCeledonio, the father, h a s ages.”
leiras No. 5,” Jacques Ibert’s
trained his three sons, Celin,
“ Divertimento,” and Manuel de
Celin Romero will play in solo Falla’s “ Farrucca.” To close the
Pepe, and Angel, to play singly
or together. The family spends Francisco Tarrega’s “ Preludio concert Celin and Pepe Romero
between four to ten hours a day and Mazurka,” Heiter Villa-Lo will play “ (Malagueñas,” a com
bos’ “ Preludio,” Antonia. Lau- position by their father.
in practice.
Celin is twenty-five and fav ro’s “ Danza,” Mareno de TorAdmission is free for all Mont
ors the classical repertoire s o rcbas “ Allegretto,” Isaac A 1 closely associated with his fath beniz’s “ Leyenda,” Franz Schu clair students, faculty, and staff
a n d upon presentation of their SGA
er. His has been called a “ rha bert’s ‘T w o Waltzes,”
psodic touch” and like h i s “ Romance” b y an anonymous identification cards. F o r a l l
others there is a charge of $1.25.
brothers, he has been playing composer.
the guitar since the age of three.
A critic of the San, Francisco
Chronicle recently wrote of Ce
lin: “He leans towards the Ro
mantic c o m p o s e r s and the
more romantic moderns, such
as Morreno Torrcfoa. The prob
Pow! Zlonk! Oof! With these Robert Foley of the personnel
able reason for this choice was words, and many others just as department and Miss Garrett of
shown in the amazing warmth imaginative, the f r e s h m a n the speech department), and the
and richness of his tone" in Villa class held its first dance, “ A support of the student body. I
Loibos’ ‘Fifth Prelude’.” T h e Funny Thing Happened on the only hope that the next affair
Romeros are a tightly knit fami Way to the Gym. . .Or How I will be just as successful.”
ly and each member of the Met Batman and Robin,” on
Members of the Entertain
group has his own particular February 26 in Panzer Gym.
ment Committee under the di
quality.
rection of Bob Lowy were re
In addition to the above ex
Pepe
Romero,
just turned clamations, a bat cave, various sponsible for the planning and
nineteen, is the exact opposite of signs (for example, “ This Way construction of the decorations.
his brother in temperament. to the Bat-Room,” “ Enter the Admission to the dance cost on
He seems very quiet, but sup Bat-Cave Here” ), and an abun ly 69 cents in keeping with the
plies a special flavor by virtue dance of bats decorated the year of graduation of the spon
of his extraordinary flair f o r gym. Even Batman (Both Low y) soring class.
the Flamenco style. Time mag --^complete with cape and utili
The next event of the class of
azine described him thus: “ Pe ty belt—and Robin the Boy 1969, “Freshman Frolics,”
a
pe whipped through a selection Wonder (Jim Hoyt) were pre talent show, will be held on
of Flamenco songs with remark sent for the affair. A n o t h e r April 2.
able fire and dexterity, thrum highlight of the event was the
ming out the musics traditional music of the Ascots, recording
chords with steel-sure fingers.’ artists for Columbia Records.
A New York Times critic h a s
ITALIAN COURSES
At one point in the evening,
written: “ Then came son Pepe,
with a dazzling display that Batman himself made a start
As of Tuesday, March 1
brought down the house. Pepe ling announcement. At that time
the course in Italian liter
has also been singled out for the the dance had netted a profit of
ature will be given by Dr.
fire and brilliance of his play $69.69! Attire for the a f f a i r ,
Guernelli. Classes will be
ing. The reviewer of The World
held on Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 5:00 p.m. in
Telegram and Sun stated: “ . . . which lasted from 8:00 p.m. to
He crouched over his guitar and 12:00 p.m., was informal.
Room 13. College High
School.
played Flamenco themes like an
“ The dance was definitely a
angel with gypsy blood.” P e The beginning Italian
success,” commented chairman
pe’s studious air is very deceiv
course
will also be conduc
ing and he often has been called Lowy, “ due to the hard work of
ted every Tuesday and
a sleeper for as the reviewer of the Entertainment Committee,
Thursday at 5:00 p.m. in
the S a n Francisco Chronicle the cooperation of the C l a s s
Room 12 as of March 1.
pointed out: “ He turns out to be Council and the advisors (Mr.

Freshman Class Dance
Proves T o Be Successful
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Foreign Language
. To Offer
Summer Tour O f French Province

March 4. 1966

F A C U L T Y A S S O C IA T IO N
A PPR O V E S R E S O LU T IO N
' At â recent meeting of the Faculty Association of Montclair
State College the following resolution was unanimously approved:
^“ The Faculty Association of Jersey City State College commends
the Bpard of Governors of Rutgers—the State University of New
professor does not become a se- I —;--------------- -— \— •--------------cond-class citizen because he ^ f^ o u t establishing a structure
is a member of a state college to develop the variety of courses,
or university. The professor has the offering of advanced de
the same right to speak on pub grees, the breadth and depth of
library collections, the empha
lic issues as other citizens.
sis upon researchi and the range
All New Jersey institutions of of specialization that are inher
higher education have b e e n ent in the idea of a university.
strengthened by the defense of To say that, the state colleges,
academic freedom in this i n  taken together, do not consti
stance.”
tute a university is. not, howev
er, to call into question t h e i r
In the present debate on the quality as colleges, acknowledg
future of higher education i n es theChapter.
New Jersey, the Montclair State
College chapter of the American
In direct response to the pro
Association of University Pro posal to found a Woodrow Wilson
fessors has stated its convictions State University, President Ro
on several proposals and prin bert Goheen has suggested that
ciples involved.
each state college have its own
governing board. The autonomy
Recently, the New Jersey Ed for each institution implicit m
ucation Association, acting with this suggestion seems- to the
three other public school groups Chapter to be the second essent
has proposed the consolidation ial of any satisfactory plan of
of the six state colleges in an organization for higher educa
organization to be known as the tion in New Jersey. The Chap
Woodrow Wilson State Univer ter sees merit in Dr. Goheen’s
sity. The Chapter sees in this suggestion but believes t h e r e
proposal an attempt by public may be acceptable alternatives
school interests to maintain'con to it as means to provide t o
trol over higher education. A c each institution the necessary
cording to the chapter, the pro autonomy.

The Foreign Language Department will offer a Tour of French i ---------- ------------------ ;----- ————
Provinces for the summer of 1966 plus a week in Paris Oyer a n d ! n?any
mos^ interesting
above the regular course program. This tour will be open to under-! p\aces ln .t^1^r,,caplta^ as J 1 mve
graduates as well as graduate students for a total of six semester wl^ pcrmlt. Those who already
hours to be counted as electives for majors in Language, Arts, Mu- j
wmild presic, English, etc. Two scholarships covering the cost of Transatlan fer to visit another European
tic transportation will be awarded to two Montclair undergradu- town will receive an adjustment
which will permit them to travates.
, . A. 4.
-m i_ 6,000 s o l d i e r s h a d swim- el to the city of their choice.
The cost of the tour will be
,!
—, ,
rmng pools, hospitals, railroad
Those completing the t o u r
$930 including the week in Par
places in the capital as t i m e and a paper on a subject of speis.
tracks and other f a c i l i t i e s cial interest will earn six unT h e ' tour will take the parti
.
, ,,
,
,
. ,
which were devised to permit dergraduate credits. Auditors
t /„.vniv,^ [ almost indefinite resistance
to |may take the four without cre
areas as Champagne, Lorraine, i .... ,
dits. Simultaneous translations
.,
j,
-. 1 Allied assaults.
Alsace, The Alps and p a r t of
A stay of one week in Paris will be provided during visits
Switzerland, the French Rivi
will cap the tour of F r e n c h for tour- participants who are
era, the Chateaur Country, Brit
provinces. This week in Paris not French language majors.
tany and Normandy. Highlights
being over and above the course
Inquiries about t h e
tour
of the tour will include visits to
requirements will not be com should be addressed to ’ the
some of the battlefields of World |
pulsory, but it is included in the Chairman of the Foreign Lan
W ar I and World War II, sight
cost of the tour. Those who elect guage Department or to the
seeing en route along the Rhine
to stay in Paris will visit as Field Studies Office.
iand in Switzerland with an op
tional ascent to the Jungfrau (a
cog-wheel train will take you
under a glacier and inside the
mountain up to a point midway
to the summit), stopovers on the
French Riviera with Visits to
the Royal Palace of Monaco, the
Alpha Phi Omega
to be held in Grace Freeman Rec
art cities of Eze and St. Paul
reation Room on Wednesday,
de Vence, made famous by P i
Thè men of Alpha Phi Omega
casso and other artists. As was are organizing a Montclair State February 3, 1966, at 4:00 p.m.
Place the name of your
done last summer, scuba diving College
Blood
Bank
and
may also be featured under the were hoping that all organiza representative, and the organi
guidance of state-licensed in tions would join them in this zation represented u n d e r the
structors during a Mediterran project. In the past a B l o o d Alpha Phi Omega plaque as posal would create an institu
tion claiming to be a university
ean cruise.
Bank has been run through the soon as possible.
Roman history and its influ Montclair chapter of the Essex
ence in France will be review County Blood Bank, with the co
ed in the southern cities of Aix- operation of Alpha Phi Omega,
en-Provence,
Arles, Avignon, but they now feel that it would
Nimes. The strange volcanic be more effective and beneficial
region of Massif Central w i . l l if it were to be a campus-wide
also be visited before reaching project rather than being r u n
the Chateaux Country, some of by just one organization.
which were already built before
. .And within the halls there brooded an air of contemplation
The Blood Bank operates on
Joan of Arc ’and the Hundred
and deep thought.” This quote accurately describes the mood of
a system where each donation the student art exhibit in Finley Hall.
Y ears’ War.
More ancient tim es-yet will is given one credit to the orga
Reigning in -the art wing right now, this highly significant show
come to the fore in Brittany nization through which it is giv emphasizes the problem-solving aspect of art. The pieces were se
with the “ dolmens” and “ men en and also counts as a person lected from Mrs. Schiebal’s drawing classes and will be exhibited
hirs” of CarnaC.dating back to al credit for the donor—to be for approximately two weeks. Mrs. Schiebal, in explaining the imthe prehistoric times. Visits to i used by himself or a member of promtu showing,
commented
the famed Mont Saint -Michel his family, or anyone he may that “ these works were so good The collages, too, challenge dra
and Saint-Malo are also sche- designate-to receive the credit, that it would be an injustice not matics reds and oranges w i t h
equally
brilliant ' blues a n d
duled. Participants of last sum- All credits are : good for one to show them.”
blacks. Shapes advance and re
m er’s tour were especially im- yoar from day of donation. By
Among the contributing artists
.pressed by thè visit to a Get; the donation of blood -and the are Carol Bermel, Marsha D e cede as familiar newsprints,
man underground fortress where accumulation of prédits, ,the cost Mauro, Barbara Dik, Denise II cardboard, and musieal frag|ments loose and regain identity.
of a pint of "’blood is greatly re
Genthon, Amelia Hurker, Alice
duced.
One is aware of the profesJohnson, Anna Lepore, Alice
Total cost of blood with credit Mamounes, Robert Mechler,
sionajism which is being devel
John Merlino, Walter Schulz, oped. Penetrating the b a s i c
is just $4.00.
As you can see from what has Diane Sheehan, Lynn Spafford,
timidity—the conscious aware
Terrill,
been stated, Montclair State J o e Switras, Janet
ness of the lack of a whole per
would greatly benefit from such Charles Trocolli, Linda Verdi.
On February 16 Miss Margar a program. The men of Omega
The artists, the majority of sonality functioning—is a new
ita Zambrana (Mrs. Arnau) would like to have a representa them sophomores, manipulate self - respect. Undoubtedly, the
gave a recital of songs f r o m tive of your organization present compromising
negative a n d inspiration of Mrs. Schiebal has
Italian, Spanish, F r e n c h and at a general information meeting positive areas. Their confronta guided ■her students to they dy
self - awareness
which
German composers’ for the ben
tion imparts a distinctly cour namic
efit of the Margaret Holz Fund
ageous and invigorating feeling finds expression in their draw
Scholarship program. Arrange
to t h e show. Their drawings ings and which transforms their
technical successinto’ a person
ments for thè evening were su
have nerve and insight.
pervised by Mrs. Blanton, her
Making use of __ newspaper, al statement.
self a well-known artist. Mrs.
construction paper, pen, pencil,
Knecht, the Secretary of the
CHEMICAL SOCIETY
water colors, oils, and cloth,
Margaret Holz Fund, was the
LECTURE
they emphasize color, form andj
department liaison with Mr s .
line to the exclusion of realistic]
The Passaic Valley SubBlanton *for all the preparation
representation. The moods of Seciton, North Jersey Section,
necessary for this performance.
the human body are caught in Inc., of the American Chemical
. Mrs. Arhau, who had already
ink and dramatic water colors Society will sponsor a lecture
given a gracious performance
which ignore conventional tones at Montclair State College on
last year at the Christmas par
for purples, golds, and greens.
Thursday, March 10, 1966 in
ty of the Foreign Language De
Room 155, Mallory Hall, at 8:15
partment, displayed once more
p.m.
all the talent and virtuosity
The speaker, Mr. Norman
which those who had already
Colthup, of the Central Re
heard her came to expect. Miss
search Laboratories, American
Zambrana’s voice
effortlessly
Cyanamid Co., Stamford, Con
ranged over a wide gamut of
necticut, will discuss "Origin
sounds, always poised and crys
of Group Frequencies in In
tal clear.
frared Spectroscopy," and will
This was certainly a- g r e a t
691 POMPTON AVENUE
illustrate his talk with models
evening of musical enjoyment,
and motion pictures.
and it is only to be regretted
CEDAR GROVE
A coffee hour, at 7:15 p.m.,
that the weather prevented ma
will precede the lecture.
ny from being present, especial
All interested faculty mem
ly the students of the Foreign
239-4500
bers, staff members and stu
Language
Department
who
dents are cordially invited to
were not as numerous as could
attend.
have been expected.

College Blood Bank Begun

By Men O f Alpha Phi Omega

Students Exhibit A rt
Work in Finley Hall

Concert Benefits
Scholarship Fund

PATRO N IZE
OUR

A D V ER TISERS

Friar Tuck Inn

Within the framework of local
autonomy, the Chapter consid
ers a third essential to be t h e
principle of full participation by
faculty members in policy de
termination and governance in
each college.

Women fs Club
To Sell Books
The College Wbmen’s Club of
Montclair will hold its annual
Book and Music Sale from F ri
day, March .4, through Satur
day, March 12, 1966.
Started in 1934 by Miss Mar
jorie, Quigley, the sale has been
repeated each year except for
one year during the war. Pro1
ceeds-from, the book and music
sale are at the disposal of the
Scholarship Fund and Fellow
ship Endowment. Receipts are
distributed to college g i r l s of
Montclair
and
neighboring
towns. The amount of scholar
ship varies from $200 to $1000.
This years sale will be held
where it was last yeah at 12-14
Midland
Avenue,
Montclair.
The hours are 9:00 a.m. to 9:00
p.m. on Saturday-.
• On March 14, 1958, Clayton
Knowles wrote an account of
the book sale for The New York
Times. Since that time, dealers
from such places as New York
City, Washington, D.C., and
Vermont have descended upon
the sale in numbers.
The largest single net was
$12,000 in 1963. Last years net
amounted to around $10,000.
Average receipts now are usual
ly around $8,000 or $9,000.
The chairman of the 1966 Sale
is Mrs. Edwin Hinck. _
Interested persons are asked
to donate books, sheets music,
and records which they are no
longer using.
MATURE ART
CONNOISSEURS!
When the "esthetic apprecia
tion" of being proud owners of
choice samples of my photo
graphy exhibit has finally
"worn off." I would appreciate
their anonymous return.
Karin Paul

Mardi 4. 1966
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3 Indian Educators Visit Freeman í
Three educators from India recently returned a visit to Dr. M. stant, as I was the only busi
Herbert Freeman, Chairman of the Department of Business Edu ness education consultant w ork-1
cation, Montclair State College, during their intensive four-month
ing with the. staffs of the four
training program conducted under the auspices of the Agency for
International Development. Dr. Freeman’s 1963-1965 stay in their far-flung colleges. I was f r e 
country saw him establish business programs for four regional col quently sought out by faculty I
leges for the Agency for International Development.
members outside the business j
The three Indian econimics
department for help in teaching
ulty
members.
Mr.
Khan,
for
instructors—Dr. Najmul Hasan,
I
methods,
something they were I
the head of Commerce Depart instance, had made application
ment at Aim er College; M r . for three years before being ac quite weak in.”
Sharif Khan, lecturer in com-1 cepted for this year’s trip.
One of the things that D r .
merce at Bhopal College; and j
Dr. Hasan, Mr. Khan, and Mr. Freeman gained from his exper
Mr. R. M. Nemade, lecturer in
commerce at Rhubaneswar Col Nemade are part of a group of ience was the opportunity to use
le g e — visited Dr, Freeman at nine Indian educators from the the Indian colleges as a labora- I
' Mountainside Hospital and at
four colleges who are currently tory. “ We used fundamentals in
his home after his recent acci-1
dent. He had worked closely taking part in four - month our discipline that were used 50
with the Indian people during training program under t h e years ago in the United States,
his two years in their country.
auspicies of AID, at the C o 1 - |in making a program that ap-1
Mr. Sharif Khang, Dr. Najmul Hasau> and Mr. R. M. Nemade
|lege of Education of Ohio State |plied to the needs of their |
talk with members of MSC staff.
The Government of India i s
1
presently giving high priority to |University. OSU has a contract country,” Dr. Freeman said.
teacher education and training. with AID for the rendering of
As a non-aligned nation, India technical advice and assistance
a tempts to receive economic i to India for the improvement
and educational assistance from |of that country’s vocational edu
I bacterial and viral diseases will I veloped a computer - cum - me
(Continued from page 2)
both the United States and Rus- i cation. To date, four regional
sia. In 1963, at the time t h e colleges for the training of vo tasting cereal that eventually have, been virtually wiped out. chanical - arm that can “ see” a
O S U - India/ÀID
Program cational teachers have b e e n could be regenerated chemically Probably arteriosclerotic heart I ball thrown its way and catch it.
will also
have been Soon, Fredkin expects his gad
was conceived, the Indian gov- built, equipped, and put into op to taste like anything from steak disease
eliminated.
Cells
have
only a get to be able to play a mean
eration.
An
important
aspect
of
to
bourbon.
This
will
provide
at
emmen , through AID, arrang
ed for technical advice and as- ! the OSU/AID Program calls least a partial answer to t h e few secrets s t i l l hidden from |game of pingpong.
As for shopping, the housesistance in business education, for bringing staff members of doom-sayers who worry about probers, who are confident that
technology
and agriculture, [ the four regional colleges to the the prospect of starvation for a before the year 2000 they will I wife should be able to, switch on
States for
additional burgeoning world population. have found the secret that caus |to the local supermarket on the
from the United States, a n d |United
I
training.
Actually, the problem.could be es cancer. The most exciting, video phone, examine grapefruit
through UNESCO for similar
manageable
before any f r o g - I and to some the most frighten- and price them, all without stir
technical assistance from the
Through a program of course
man
wets
a
fott;
Oxford Agrono j ing, prospect is the chemical ring from her living room. Birfc—
U.S.S.R. in science education.
work, seminars, individually ar
mist Colin Clark calculates that II and electrical treatment of the among the futurists, fortunately,
ranged interviews, field rips,
if all the presently arable, land brain. Dr. David Kr.ech, psychol are skeptics, and they are sure
However, because English is
I and visits to other institutions
were
farmed as the Dutch do it, ogy professor at the University that remote shopping, while en
the language' of many educated
much is done to help these edu it could support a population of I of California, believes that r e  tirely feasible, will flop— be
Indians, Russia has not yet been
cators fulfill their respective 28 billion. Even t h e gloomiest tarded infants will be diagnosed cause women like to get out of
able to send anyone to any of
roles upon return to their col forecasts assume a world popu at birth, and chemical therapy the house, like to handle the”'
the four ' colleges to act in a sim
leges.
lation of not more than twice I will permit them to function as mercahndise, like to be able to
ilar role as did Dr. Freeman.
Indian educators are reluctant
During their two weeks in the I the present size, or 6 billion by |normal people. The memory loss change their minds. Not every
j accompanying senility will be thing that is possible will hap
to travel to Russia for the same Montclair area, the Indian edu- j the year 2000.
eliminated.
pen — unless people want it.
O
n
e
of
t
h
e
more
drama;
ic
j
reason -r- their inability to com cators visited the Montclair
municate. Thus, even today, no State College Business Depart changes will be climatt control. I In general, drug control of One thing they almost certainly
Russian science consultants are ment and the Sherwood School! Tempo scientists estimate t ha t , I personality will be widely a c - will want is electronic “ informa
electrical
energy Ij cepted w ell before the year 2000. tion retrieval” ; the contents—pfin any of the four regional col of Business in Paterson, paying the entire
needs
of
the
U.S.
could
be
sup ! Electrical stimulus of brain ar [ libraries and other forms of in
particular
attention to class
leges.
eas has been shown to produce formation or education will be
room content and methods, the plied by a dozen nuclear gen
Just the opposite is the case student teaching pattern and the erating stations spotted around j responses of fear, affection, stored in a computer and will
with the United States A I D overall frame Work of business the country, each with a capaci- j laughter or sex arousal; s u c h be instantly obtainable at home
says Y ale’s, Dr. by dialing a code.
Program.
In Dr.
Freeman’s
.....
ty on the order of 60,000 mega- Itechniques,
programs at these institutions.
place there are now four com
watts (v. 1,974 megawatts f o r Jose’ Delgado, “ w i l l certainly
In automated industry, not on
merce consultants, one for each
Dr. Freeman’s primary func--j Grand Coulee). If one such sta increase man’s ability- to influ ly manual workers, but also sec
regional college. A comparable tion while in India was to es- i tion were built on Mount Wilson ence the behavior of man.” By retaries and most middle-level
staff increase has been made by tablish business education d e - above Los Angeles, the heat the year 2000, a symbiotic link managers will have been replac
AID in technology education and partments at the four regional produced as a byproduct could between the brain and a comput- ed by computers. The remain
agriculture for the four schools. colleges, instructing Indian fac be guided into the .atmosphere, ermemory may also be in the ing executives will be responsi
ble for major decisions ancHiiftg
Because of the good-will built by ulty members at each of t h e ) raising the inversion layer that experimental stageAn
even more
momentous range policy. Thus, society will
our AID program in India, op widely separated schools. Of his I hangs over Los Angeles to 9,two years in India, Dr. Freeman 000 feet, thus ridding the city of prospect is offered by DNA, the seem idle, by present stadards.
portunities to travel to this stated, “ It was an extremely
smog. A sea breeze could b e complicated molecule that con According to one estimate, only
country for further training are busy and rewarding time. D e  drawn into the space beneath, |tains the elements of heredity. 10 per cent of the population will
much sought for by Indian fac mands placed on me were con- bringing rain that would trans-1 Biologists think that before the be working, and the rest will, in
form the high desert between J century is out,1 they will have effect, have to be paid to be idle.
Los Angeles and Las Vegas into succeeded in changing the “ in |This is not as radical a notion
flowering land.
formation” contained in DNA. as it sounds. Even today, onTy'
Available to all MSC students: No Fee
Medicine is in a similar state If so, it will become possible 40 per cent of the population
of exhilarated anticipation. A l eventually to control the shape j works, not counting the labor
1. COLLEGE READING-STUDY SURVEY: A series of diag
ready widely
discussed today, of men to come. Genetic “ inter performed by housewives or stu
nostic tests which will help you discover your strengths
artificial o r g a n s — h e a r t s , I vention” could improve learning dents. Already, says Temp/
and weaknesses in reading and studying.
lungs, stomachs — will be com- capacity. Hudson Hoaglund, ex John Fisher, “ we are ration}
By appointment only; See Mr. Gregg or Miss Schaniz.
monly available by the year 2,- ecutive director of the Worcest work. By 1984, man will s
II. COLLEGE READING AND STUDY-SKILLS COURSE:
000. An expected development in er Foundation for Experimental the first third of his life, oiyEducation 465. No credit—meets every Tuesday and
immunology will make possible I Biology, believes that thus “ man |years, getting an education, |
Thursday at 2:00 in Annex 4.
the widespread -transplantingof j will become the only animal that Ijly the second one-third
A workshop for college students who feel that
and the final third enjoying the*
organs from either live don-! can direct his own evolution.”
school progress is being held up by reading and
fruits of his labor. There j u s t
ors or the recently dead.
Food and Work
studying problems . . . supervised practice exper
won’t be enough work to go
The blind and the deaf w i l l ]
iences in speed, vocabulary, skimming, taking
around.
Moonlighting will beSome
futurists
like
to
m
a
k
e
have new sight and new hear- |
exams, taking notes, and organization.
ing. A pocket radar will scan a predictions about homey details ! come as socially unacceptable
blind man’s surroundings, relay of living. The kitchen, of course, as bigamy.”
If interested contact the Reading Center Office.
By 2000, the machines will be
the
information either through will be automated. An A.D. 2000
Enrollment Limited.
sounds or through vibrations. A housewife may well make out producing so much that everyr
comparable device w ill let the her menu for the week, put the one in the U.S. will, in effect, be
dear “hear.” Artificial arms and necessary food into the proper independently wealthy. W i t h
legs could be motorized and j storage spaces,, and feed her Government benefits, even non
computerized, perhaps linked to j program to a small computer. working families will have,,-fe y
• Hom e of the Dancing Hamburger
the brain, so that the wearer ] The experts at Stanford R e  one estimate, an annual income
will find his impulse translated j search Institue visualize me of $30,000 - $40,000 (in 1966 dol- j
into action. Medical men forsee chanical arms getting out t h e lars). How to use leisure mean
fetuses grown outside the uterus preselected food, Cooking and ingfully will be a major prob
and human tissues grown lo spe serving it. Similarly programm lem, and Herman Kahn forsees
cifications. The Cleveland Clin- |ed household robots would wash a pleasure - oriented society full
ic’s Dr. Willem J. K olff prophe dishes> dispose of the garbage of “ wholesome degeneracy.”
Rt. 46
There are some who gloomily
sies “ artificial skin with all th e! (onto a conveyer belt moving
appendages built in, such as under the street), vacuum rugs, expect a society run by a small
Little Falls, N . J.
ears and nose.” How they would] wash windows, cut the grass. elected elite, presiding over a
look is a cosmetic problem that ] Edward Fredkin, founder of mindless multitude kept happy
the doctors dismiss with a shrug.! Cambridge’s Information Inter by drugs and circuses, much as
W h ere G ood Friends Come to Eat and Meet
(Continued on page 9)
Nearly all experts agree that national Inc., has already d e -
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Charles Barragato
Editor-in-Chief

Laola Dugan
Managing Editor

Spring Arrival SGA Elections
Spring is slowly making its way to Mont
clair State College. The birds are again ap
pearing, the grass is becoming a lively shade
of green and the date for SGA elections has
been announced. Many have announced their
candidacy with letters in this issue of t h e
Montclarion; we would hope that others who
intend to run w ill use this means of corncation.
It is important that those who seek any
of the offices on the executive board of the
SGA realize the responsibility of these posi
tions. The role these people must play in
representing the college is one of upmost im
portance. To merely run for office because it
is a privilege and an honor would result in
disaster for the college. Maturity, and intel
lect should accompany the decision to run.
One should not run without some related ex
perience and the desire to make the office bet
ter and more efficient in serving the student
body. Only through an aware and intelligent
group of executive ofnicers can our SGA be
able to capably function. Let’s hope that
when we say “ It’s Spring and the Sap Be
gins to Run” we can’t imply SGA candidates.

Ave Atque Yale
Ear to the ground, we have long realiz
ed , that our bookstore was in upheaval. It
bids to be so for some time to come. We of
the Montclarion have disagreed with Mrs.
Quinlan, her practices, policies and atti
tudes on numerous occasions; most of the
student body and perhaps a m ajority of
the faculty have shared the Montclarion's
concern and general unease. It has now just
beem announced that, as of April 1, Mrs.
Quinlan, for reasons of health, is retiring
from the management of the store. (Indeed,
we have often wondered how through all
these years she has been able to bear up
under the exactions of what has been per
haps the most thankless task this campus
has ever offered.) The Moniclarion’s advis
er, who has been at the college longer
than any member of the staff except Di
rector Edgar Bye and Dr. Harold Bohn, and
jrhaps one member of Mr. McGinty’s sér
ié peëonnel group, and who was for two
rs chairman of the Bookstore Committee
.ms us that, from inside experience and
rsonal knowledge, he knows Mrs. Quinhas earned green laurels and deserves
ômmendation for a difficult job well done.
We three-year-old Montclarions (the seniors
are out practice teaching) accordingly com
mend her and wish her greater ease and
peace in her new assignment with the
business office.
Some twenty odd years ago Montclair was
a quiet eddy in the educational stream that
has since become a torrent. President Harry
A. Sprague and Dean Charles Finlev ac
tually taught some classes in their “ free”
or “ off” hours. Miss Charlotte Marshall and
Miss Elizabeth Favor with the help of one
secretary conducted graduate and undergra
duate registration, programming, assigning
of classrooms and all other routines that
Mr. Stapay’s and Dr. Am bry’s great staff
now handle. In the business office there
were two civil service managers and a secre
tary The faculty numbered under forty: the
student body barely three hundred. Then
came the "G I’s by the thousands, the paoer
box annexes (still functioing), paperbox dor
mitories for men (torn down long ago as
fire hazards), and sixty paperbox cottages
for married G I’s (now reconstructed on the
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Jersey shore). The bookstore became then
sheer chaos as we shot from 300 docile girls
to 1600 students (for a few years more men
than women). Mrs. Quinlan was called in
and she restored order in the bookstore al
most by herself. Perhaps what she had
to face and quell in those days tended to
make her less flexible and pliable than we
would have liked her to be in these more
halcyon times.
But we say “ Hale and farewell, and a good
job well done.”

At The Bottom
Of The Barrel

ALbalross
A ll Souls College of Oxford
University is being subjected to
wide attack. It is a college with
out students s— only professors,,
sixty of them with a “ warden.”
The college was founded in 1438
with endowments that h a v e
since greatly appreciated in
value; it now finds itself un
able to spend its yearly income
despite-, liberal emoluments to
i its fellows. These fellows, once
elected, do not have “ to pub
lish or perish” ; they are priviliged merely to sit, if they want.
The only fix obligation l a i d
upon them is to parade around
the quad once a hunderd years
with dead mallard ducks on
long poles. Despite comfortable
suites and room service,
a
sumptuous table, fine ale and
wines, fellows of the institution
are presently resigning in pro
test against conditions prevail
ing there. We suspect that the
dead-duck centennial is in the
offing. W e ourselves would, prob a ib 1 y agree to carry dead
skunks on long poles once a
hundred years if we could break
into the privileged society of
A ll Souls.

Governor Hughes in announcing his 50 mil
lion dollar college construction program has
again illustrated the urgency of the problem
of higher education in New Jersey .Our low
rank in state educational support has been
emphasized enough for one to realize this ur
gency. It is important for us to compare the
50 million dollars proposed to the 70,872,500
which has been appropriated to the state
colleges during 1931 - 1965.

Matchbooks
New York Times headline,
February 3, 1966: “Columbia
Ending Open-door Policy.” As
an old China hand we thought,
when we first read this, that
we were back to the Boxer Re
bellion, but a f t e r
plunging
mqre deeply * we discovered that
it meant only that “ Columbia
However the important point to con
University men will no longer
sider is the $2 million which Montclair
have to keep their room doors
State is to receive through appropriations.
It is important for us to realize that the $2 open when they entertain wo
million is the lowest sum alloted in compari men visitors in the dormitor
son to the $5.5 million which Trenton State |ies.” Since Columbia men were
will receive or even to the $2.4 million New-1 informed some two years ago
ark w ill receive. It is also unique to note that |that their doors need be open
we exceed Trenton State by 400 students and >ed only wide enough to accom
Newark by approximately 800 full-time stu modate the thickness of a book,
dents. Trenton currently has more dormitory t h e y (we learn) gradually
buildings than we do, and has the same |came down from the unabridg
amount of classroom buildings. Trenton willj ed dictionary to spent match
receive a new library, new classroom build-! books. As everyone knows, col
ings, and an addition to their math-science lege dormitories are so jerrybuilding while we w ill receive a new class built that doors will latch over
room building and a vocational education any matchbook, spent or un
building. It is true that in the 1964 Bond Is spent; we presume the “ spend
sue we received funds for two buildings and ing” had to do with economy
two additions—one of them to be to the heat or the preventing of fire from
ing plant; while Trenton received only one friction. What we miss in the
new building. However, we see that her dorm Times article is any reference
space still exceeds ours and that her class to the three-year-old concomit
room facilities are equal. We should also men ant ruling that four feet must
tion the comparative beauty of Trenton’s sur be on the floor at all times.
(We never did figure our how
rounding grand and campus.
doubles dates were to be polic
We could continue to illustrate that obvious ed. And, anyway, can’t re
ly Montclair needs more than $2 million in spectable people cross t h e i r
comparison to the other state schools. We knees?) As David B. Truman,

could bring in Rutgers, who plays returning
prodigal son when “ Daddy State” starts hand
ing out allowances. Rutgers will receive $2.4
million We could quickly condemn these ac
tions on more reasons than those stated.
There are the annexes which still remain
permanent and cannot be regarded as any- !
thing but disgraceful in such a state educa
tional institution. We will, instead, ask why.
hoping that somewhere lies the answer and
increased appropriations.

Congratulations
Many times the fine accomplishments of
individual students on campus go unnoticed
and are not recognized by the students or
the administration. A t this time, we of the
Montclarion wish to congratulate Robert
Gleason for his record breaking performance
on the varsity basketball squad. Not only has
he excelled as a member of the team, but this
season he has broken the national foul-shot
record. In his accomplishments, he has
brought honor not only to himself but also to
the. college! ......___

IS

TVHS

Dean of Columbia, puts the
matter, the old rule has been
abolished “ on the evidence that
the students in the college can
be trusted to honor a privilege
and assume the responsibilities
it implies.”
Directors?
One of the Montclarion's out
side men reports that, however
he counts them, there are at
least two more parking spaces
reserved for department heads
at the college than he can rec
kon up departments. Further
more, many of the spaces are
at any given time empty unless
occupied by a car flaunting a
blue card labeled Construction
(what price such à card?). One
of the Montclarion's inside men
opines that only at the time of
the monthly faculty meeting or
the
weekly
. Administrative
Council meeting are all the de
partment heads ever òn t h e
by hour. Being a mathemati
cian, he expresses the opinion
that half the assigned reserva
tions would accommodate the
intended traffic. Furthermore,
he has ascertained by judicious
sleuthing that some department
heads simply occupy the first
space they find vacant with
out cruising around to discover
a sign reading “ Reserved for
Department
Head.”
Being
something of a persistent pest
he also wants to know who are
the college Directors, who also
have reservations assigned to
them. We tell him to get him
self a part-time job in the. ca
feteria if he wants to solve his
own parking problem.

School Bond
(Continued from page 1)
Citizens for Quality Schools,
noted in their literature that
“ de facto segregation (would
be) ended in grades 5-8 as well
as in grades 9-12” by adaption
of the program.
Gilbert Pavone, a certified
public accountant, who heads
the Council for Neighborhood
¡Schools, a group opposing the
new plan, contended that open
enrollment in “ one or two ele
mentary schools,” as they exist
at present, would solve the pro
blem of desegregation.
One group of property own
ers maintained that the Board
of Education was motivated by
the racial problem alone and
was u s i n g the educational
phase of the program as a
“ smoke screen.”
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The editors request that stu
dents who submit letters to
the MONTCLARION kindly
limit them to 200 words and
submit them typed, double
spaced.

M ON T C LARIO N

includes membership niin Tau
Sigma Delta, of which I am
torian, also the co-chairman
ship of the Publicity Committee
for Carnival 1966, and member
ship in an informally organiz
ed rowing club. 'My cumula
tive average is 2.9 in the Social
Studies Department.
I hope to have the invaluable
support of the Student Body in
this effort.
Respectfully,
Ray Chapman

ington in reply to a letter we
had sent. (At that time I was
attending
Camp
Wappalane,
where the call was relayed to
me.) For three months we
worked on the preparation for
this appearance. At f i r s t the
Senator was scheduled to come
in December, but he found it
necessary to wait until Congress
re-convened in January before
he could set a definite date.
We called Washington many
times to make arrangements
for this program. The Senator
decided that the format of the
program would be one of ques
tions and answers. To answer
Miss Nathanson’s-charge, which
appeared on the front page of
the Montclarion, that we had no
chairman; this was decided by
the Senator. I have not seen a
Government official on news
reels, appearing in c o l l e g e s
throughout the country, that has
worked through a chairman.
This would only serve to slow
down the program. The Senator
wished to answer the students
directly and not through a
chairman on the stage.
Concerning the shortages of
microphones, we submitted a
request for microphones o v e r
two weeks prior to the affair.
But due to an unfortunate slip
(Continued on page 9)
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Sometimes the hardest things to see and understand are those
which are closest to us. Our childhoodl, our family, our town, or
our country are often not really appreciated until we are separated’
from them by distance or time. Although we at Montclair display
loyalty and pride which exceeds that of many colleges, I some
times wonder if we really appreciate what we have here on our
To the Editor:
campus.
Monday, February 14, 1966,
Fine programs in music, art, are topics which display h o w
Valentine’s Day, the S o p h oand drama are offered frequent specialized other meetings were.
more Class attended a required
ly and the quality of some o f The significant point is t h a t
assembly. The delayed arrival
these exceeds what people tra leaders and specialists in the
of Senator Clifford P. Case
vel to New York to enjoy; I arts, the sciences, the humani
caused the program to be ex
know I have previously com ties, and our profession, are con
tended beyond the allotted time.
mented on this inadequately stantly meeting on our campus
To
the
Editor:
An announcement had b e e n
used source of culture and pleas and that these affairs are u n The time has finally arrived
made previous to his arrival
ure obtainable right here. A t noticed except for the college
for
decisions
to
be
made
con
that twelve o’clock c l a s s e s
this time I would like to men people who are directly involved.
would be cancelled if the Sena cerning the up-coming S.G.A.
tion another whole area of ac Granted, many of these con
elections.
I,
for
one,
have
made
tor’s program continued into the
tivity which is relatively u n - ferences and seminars are o n
following class period. It did. my decision; I shall be a can
noticed
by a large segment of specialized topics — but think
After the assembly many
did didate for the presidency. My
the student body. I am referring of the breadth that one could ob
not attend twelve o’clock class activities on' the campus include
to educational conferences, i n - tain by attending such a variety
es under the assumption that the Student Government repre
stitutes, seminars, and w o r k  of specialized meetings.
they had been cancelled as an sentative to M.A.C. and I am
shops.
nounced. Many students had left also a member of the Stone Hall
An example of a type of con
In checking the activity cal
the auditorium before a second Dorm Council, and chosen trea
ference from which we could all
endar for this school year, I
announcement had been made surer of that body. I believe
benefit will be held in Memorial
find that we have already had
that I am in close contact with
reversing the previous one.
Auditorium on Tuesday, March
32 separate groups meet a t
Therefore, a misunderstand the problems of the students on
8 at 4 p.m. A t that time 400
Montclair. International L i v 
ing arose among instructors and the campus, as I have been an
members of the New Jersey
ing, Human Relations, Leader
Secondary School Teachers As
students. At the next meeting of off-campus resident, a commut
ship Training, Art Appreciation
those classes some s t u d e n t s er, and now a resident of the
and similar broad topics were sociation will meet for a lecture
were informed that they had re dorm. At the present time' my
covered by some of these con and discussion on the topic
ceived cuts and were verbally cumulative average is 2.77 in
ferences; Data Processing, Dis "Pressures on Youth in th e
abused. “ Is this the Montclair the Social Studies Department.
tributive Education, Consumer Secondary Schools.'' Dr. Louis
way?’
Lack of communica- I am looking forward to t h e
Science, and Public Relations Raihs, an internationally known
up-coming campaign and would
tion?
appreciate the support of you,
Yours truly,
educator, will be the principal
the Student Body.
Charlotte Drew
speaker and he is certain t o
Respectfully,
Karen Lentz
give
a splendid talk. I am con
Drew Stevens
Audrew Rothaupt
fident that the NJSSTA w ill wel
come college students to t h e i r
Professional Sanctions
To the Editor:
To the Editor:
meeting
because the Association
On February 14, 1966, the
Looming on the horizon are
How many Americans, who are aware of the critical world sit
will
recognize
that many of our
Class
of
1968
sponsored
an
as
the annual Student Government
uation today, are truly concerned with the potentially critical world
graduates will eventually join
Association-elections. In view sembly at which Senator Clif problems of the future?
of this, I would like to an ford Case spoke. We had been
An article entitled “Education in Communist China,” written by the profession and their organ
nounce my candidacy for the of in contact with the S e n a t o r James Stuart Duncan, appeared in the February 1966 issue of the ization.
fice of vice-president. Parti since November, when we re National Education Association Journal. He has made an extensive
I cite the NJSSTA conference
cipation in campus activities ceived a phone call from Wash- study of the educational system in Communist China. Mr. Duncan
visited and lived at schools and[
as
just one example of the bee
young being deliberately a n d
colleges, and he has had frank
hive
of worth - while activity
consciously trained to be preju
conversations with Chinese ad
diced, to hate class enemies, which is occurring unnoticed by
ministrators.
those independent spirits who many of us. I find that it is easy
He has made some very in
approached- certain aspects o f to slip into a rut of Toutine and
teresting and valuable observa
the party line with muffled re
Each semester the Student, Government budget is presented to tions that should not be over
I suspect that we &H have a
servations, and especially “ the
the Legislature for its approval. As well as possible, the budget is looked in our own pursuit of ed
constant
battle to capitalize on
American Imperialists, who are
prepared to reflect the interests and needs of 3500 students paying ucation.
the
wealth
of experiences s o
reprewented as the acme of all
their Activity Fee.
‘^China’s educational system
easily
accessible
to us.
The time has come to examine how and why we are spending mo has been conditioned by factors things despicable. Students are
Thomas
H. Richardson
(Continued on page 8)
ney. We are also faced with the problem that new organizations of population, geography, ideolo
which would benefit the entire campus are in conflict for a seg- gy, and an overwhelming desire
ment of the Activity Fee with with another is an impossible to catch up with and surpass
the already existing organiza task. To say that Publications the technical achievements o f
CALENDAR
tions. At the last Legislature is less important than athletics the West. The arts, therefore,
— 1966 —
meeting, the “ Voice of Mont is a narrow view of the prob have been downgraded, and ali
Campus Conference — Senior Student
Mar. 1 1
clair” was accepted as a new lem. The importance of one the facets of education connect
Teachers
Class I organization. This im organization is strictly the opin ed with industrialisation, the sci
Student ences, a n d agriculture have
mediately places this organiza ion of a part of the
Final
Date for Removal of Incomplete
11
tion in a position to receive a Body. Recently, the Publica been given priority. At all lev
Grades — Undergraduate Division
direct appropriation from the tions have been attacked. It has els, foreign languages receive
Suggested Period for Mid-Term Exams —
181 - 2 4
been asserted that monies have high priority. Until recently, the
Activity Fee.
During Regular Class Hours
Realignment of the budget to been wrongfully used. Who is to language favored was Russian.
Mid-Term
Deficiency Grades of “D” and
31
accommodate these new groups judge? The basic solution is Today English predominates.”
“
F”
Due
—
Undergraduate Division
is not easy. Each organization that a fee is being levied by a
About student population, Mr.
Dormitories
Close
— Spring Recess BeApr.
2
*
representative
body
and
is
be
w ill be submitting increased
Duncan estimates, “ an enroll
gins at Close of College Day
budgets as they wish to expand ing dispersed by the same. Each ment of upwards of 100 million
organization has its value to the in the primary schools, over 18
their program.
Dormitories Open — 4:00 P.M.
11
To evaluate one organization individual.
Classes Resume — 8:00 A.M.
12
million in the secondary, a n d
Class Instruction Period for Seniors — Re12
In order to increase our total 700,000 in the universities and
turning from 10-Week Student Teaching
activities program, an increas institutions of higher learning.”
MONTCLARION
Period
ed budget is desirable. Expans
The daily program in a typi
Last Day for Withdrawal from Courses
16
ion is a key to a better college cal middle school (students be
PUBLICATION DATES
Without an Automatic “F”
program.
I
have
suggested
a
tween 13 and 19 years of age) is
FOR SPRING SEMESTER:
feasibility study to evaluate quite rigorous. Beginning t h e
Registration — Panzer Camp
May 6
February 4
raising the Activity Fee. T h e day at 6:20, there are 5 hours of
Advanced Registration Summer School —
20
increase of course must be min classes, several hours of super
February 18
Undergraduate Division only
imal. It also must be approv vised study, 3% hours of sup
Senior Examinations
26, 27, 31
March 4
ed by the Administration, t h e ervised spbrts, 1 1/2 hours of
Last Day of Classes — Evening Division
28
March 18
State Board of Education, and sleep i h the
Memorial Day — College Holiday
30
afternoon,
a
n
d
April 1
by the Student Body referen 1% hours p e r m i t t e d
for
Examinations — A ll Classes Except SenJune 1-9
April 22
dum. The choice remains with meals. There is no free time al
iors — Undergraduate Division
>2
the Student Body. A small in lowed to the students; e v e r y
May 6
Baccalaureate
5
crease
could
do
so
much
to
bol
May 20
minute is planned.
Commencement
8
ster the ambitions of many who
“ I found certain aspects o f
Close of Spring Semester — Undergradu9
Deadline dates for each is will continue to make Mont
Chinese education particularly
ate Division
.,
sue are the Friday before each clair expand.
disturbing. In every school,
Dormitories Close — 7:00 P.M.
9*
Erik Engel
from nurseries through univer
publication date.
President S.G.A. sities, which I visited, I saw the
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From The Back Porch

WITH THE GREEKS

A nd Cellar

Mu Sigma
Delta Theta Psi
Mu
Sigma
announces t h e
Besides being so busy w i t h
By Ben Goldberg
their preparation for P i’s Fol election of Jane Bryce as pre- j
sidant,
Diane
Gote
as
vice-pre
lies; Cqtillion, Inter - Sorority
Newer Albums:
, balance of the scale in favor
Open House, and their Spring sident, Mary Ellen Neville as |
Mark Spoelstra, State of Mind, of today’s pop and Top Forty
Tea, the sisters of Delta Theta treasurer, Irene Podgorski a s :
Elektra.
music. One finds more human
Psi are selling 25 cent boosters recording secretary, N a n c y
Eric Anderson, 'Bout Changes!
ity,
more artistry, than in all
.'this month for their first semi- i Bryce as corresponding secre
and Things, Vanguard.
tary,
.Arlene
Marasco
as
alum
the
works of the so-called soannual drawing for two 25 dol
Flatt & Scruggs, The Versatile
lar gift certificates to the Mont nae secretary, Amy Stewart as
cially-conscious
song writers.''
Flatt and Scruggs, Columbia.
Janice
Mac- j
clair State College Book Store. j parlimentarian,
Lightnin’
Hopkins,
Lighlnin' j
Tony “ Little Sun” Glover:
The boosters may ibe bought |Kenzie as historian, Cindy RaStrikes, Verve Folkways.
votta
as
SIC
representative,
from any one of the Delta girls.
“ I have seen Bury (Sic) Me
Mimi and Richard Farina, R e
The winners will be announced and Karen Beatty as SGA re
flections in a Crystal Wind, Guire on TV a few times late
' at 7:00 p.m. in Life Hall Smok presentative. Jean Bogen and
Vanguard.
ly, and it really annoys me that
Pat Tamilio have been, appoint
ing Lounge on March 23.
Big Joe Williams, Sleepy John
ed pledge mistresses for t h e
Estes, J. D. Short, et al., Mando-1 so many people are saying he’s
Senate
a phoney, and doesn’t feel his
spring semester. Mu Sigma’s
lin Blues, Delmark.
The men of Senate have elect tea will be held on March 22.
music. But one look at him in
Junior
Wells’
Blues
B
a
n
d
,
ed their new officers: J a c
Mu Sigma would like to pub
Hoodoo Man Blues, Delmark. action should convince anybody
Jones, president; Bruce Green
that he’s deeply involved in
licly congratulate Karen Beatty
Book:
Phi's Girl
wood, vice-president;
Ronald!
and Peggy Ferguson for be
Folk-Rock: The Bob Dylan Story, what he’s doing — it’s just that
:Szabo, treasurer; Leonard Sea-1
I donlt think nationwide TV is
Phi's Girl of the Month
ing accepted -in the Experiment
Dell Publishers.
lia, recording secretary; Ernest I
the
place to have an enema.”
Phi’s girl of the month for i Joan Baez’s Institute for the
i n International Living
pro
Jaeger, corresponding secreta-j
January
is
^Tudi
Stout,
a
senior
Smoky Robinson cf tue Mir
Study of Non-violence in Car
ry ; Paul Hart, historian; a n d ! gram.
social studies major from Haw- |mel, Cal., was closed in No- j acles is the current owner of
Pinned
Bill Pabst, laison officer.
by neighboring resi the Motown Record Label.
Carol Brierly, Kappa Sigma thorne. Judi is a member of j vember
Delta Omocron Pi
Rho to Tom Moore, Lambda Dalphac, Kappa Delta Pi, and dents. It was given approval to
Ernest Tubb has been elected
The women of Pi are current- Chi Delta; Elsie Rinaldi ’67, Pi Gamma Mu. Judi has done reopen in December by the Car
to the Country Music Hall of
.ly working on P i’s F o 11 i e s Mu Sigma to Michael O’Con much during the past semester mel Town Council.
Fame.
which is to be held in Memor nell ’67, Boston College; Mary to help Phi’s Girl of the Month
Pete Seeger now has a “ fun
ial Auditorium on March 11. Di Ellen Neville ’67, Mu Sigma to Program.
Robert Shelton, New Y o r k
ky” T.V. show of his own on
ane Tuzzolo , and Idanna Sibley, Robert Radies ’66, Villanova.
UHF Channel 47, on Saturday Times music critic, is writing
.are co-chairmen of the Follies
a book about B o i Dyla.i for
night, 7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Engaged
this year.
Viking Press.
Pat Bundschuh ’66, D e l t a
Jesse
Fuller,
composer
o
f
Pi is also beginning prepara
Omicron P i to Bob Tirnko ’65,
“
San
Francisco
Bay
Blues,”
The Gaslight Cafe. New York
tions for its Spring T e a which
(Continued from page 7)
Senate. Diane Aquila ’66, Delta
says his current favorite pop City’s best coffee house, has fi
•will be given on April 3.
Omicron Pi.
also subjected to an unremitting groups are the Animals and the nally gotten a coffee house li
Lambda Chi Delta
Married
opposition to any individual Beachboys.
cense.
Lambda Chi Delta’s ' newly
Pete Seeger on the Top 40 and
Kath Gietz ’66, Theta Chi Rho ism.”
elected officers, are Carl Anti- to Ronnie. Schcairro ’64.
I The Animals, one of the few
A teachers not only teaches Folk Music:
selli, president; Dave Witcher,
“ We should not waste t i m e |white groups ever to play at
but he is also responsible for
vice-president; John Moncrief.
“ evaluating and reporting t h e fighting pop music per se. But ! Harlem’s Apollo Theater, were
recording secretary; Sam Rosedegree of ideological purity of we can continue to ridicule the ! the first contemporary ‘folk man, corresponding secretary;
worthless hack songs, and if I rock” group invited to tour Pohis pupils.”
Marty Chamberlain, a l u m n i
I we want, continue to sing the ! land.
“ Unlike the USSR, the teach
secretary; Jeff Backus, treasur
occasional good ones.”
In a Cavalier magazine inter
ing profession in China is neith
er; and Jim Goldsmith, liaison
Paul Nelson, music critic, on view with Robot t Shelton, Phil
er
privileged
nor
in
earning
officer.
Ochs, the most “ dangerous” of
power. An experienced teacher |Top 40 and. . .
Anyone interested in perform
Montclair
State
College
is
the
of either sex in primary o r ' “ The sheer good-timey fun of the current “ protest” left ing in Lambda Chi’s second an
nual jazz festival qhould contact new home of a chapter of Phi secondary schools earns on the I groups like the Loving Spoon |wing songwriters, had this to
either Dave Wichter or John Delta Kappa, International Hon average $21 a month, and i n ful and the Beatles, the intens say: “ If I were in China, sing
orary Fraternity for men in the primary schools those who ity and drive of the Rolling ing the songs I sing, I would
Forbes.
education. The new chapter will have less education or experi Stones, and the tremendous be killed. In Russia, I would be
Tau Sigma Delta
be installed March 25, 1966.
ence will earn as little as $12 depth and honesty (Sic) of the in a lot of trouble. Here, I am
The newly elected Officers of
I Dylan vision would seem to go free. This is our strength, ihe
Membership in this highly sel monthly.”
Tau are Joe Fiordaliso, chan ective fraternity is open to out
“ China’s policies of world re a long way toward a favorable I ‘power and the glory’ .’ '
cellor; Marty Fogel, vice-chan standing
scholars, classroom volution are both dangerous and
cellor;
Reggie
Tate,
corres- teachers, administrators,
and deplorable. She is basically a
pondihg secretary; Bob Mech- college and university profes
poor country and is still a long
le iv recording secr'^ary ;B o b sors. Campus chapters are lo
way from being a great world
' Youngling,
treasurer;
R o y cated at more than 134 approv
power. However, although she
Chapman, parliamentarian -his- ed colleges and universities of
may be poor in the quality o f
Research Internships open to six June graduates who
. torian; and Frank Zeevalk, ser- graduate rank. Membership in
her land and her natural r e can show an over-all undergraduate average of B or
geant-at-arms.
Tau’s advisers good standing exceeds 50,000.
sources, we would be foolish to | better, regardless of major field.
are Dr. Philip Cohen and Mr.
Phi Delta Kappa aims at the underestimate the quality a n d
Anthony Lovasco.
Start this summer at. Bucknell University as full
promotion and improvement of resourcefulness of her people.”
time graduate student, tuition and stipend of $75 week
The men of Tau will present public education through a con
Karen Sellick
ly paid. Continue graduate work in September while
the
their annual “ Come As You Are tinuing interpretation of
President, SEAM
serving as Research Intern with the Department of
Dance” on April 22, 1966. A ll ideals of research, service and
A ll quotes taken from
Public
Instruction, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, $5529 ihe
are welcome.
(Continued on page 9)
“ Education
in
Communist
first year, over $6000 the second. Tuition, travel expenses
China” taken from National Edpaid for two-year program leading to degree. Master of
cation
Association
Journal,
Science. Opportunities tor continuing work toward Ph.D.
February 1966 issue, pp. 37-40.

Seam Slant

MSC Initiates New
Honor Fraternity

SENIORS!

An

available.

Evening

with T R IM LO PEZ

!

Write for further information:

Sunday, March 13, 1986 — 8:40 p.m.

Department of Public Instruction
Dr. Allan B. Karstetter
Bureau of Research
Room 354
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

Donation $3.00 - $4.00 - $4.50 - $5.00
Selective Sealing - $5.50

Dick

Qregory

Monday, April 18, 1966 — 8:30 p.m.
Donation $2.00 Students - $2.50 Guests
PRODUCED B Y Ken Roberts
PRESENTED B Y Seton Hall University
South Orange, New Jersey

Reservations — SO 2-8995 between 9 and 5

Exciting and satisfying work in empirical and ex
perimental educational research. Freedom to select pro
jects. Travel. Unbelievably bright future for bright
people.

Learn Europe from behind the counter.

25000 JOBS
IN E U R O P E
Luxem bourg-Each student
applicant receives a $250 tra
vel grant and a paying job
in Europe such as office, fac
tory, sales, resort, farm work,
etc. Send $2 (for handling
and airmail) to Dept. O, Amer
ican Student Inform ation
Service, 22 Ave. de la Liberte,
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
for a 36-page booklet giving
all jobs, details and travel
grant application forms.

LOUVIS
Breakfast

CHAR-BROIL
—

Lunch

—

Dinner

Monday to Saturday
7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
313 Valley Road
Upper Montclair

Pilgrim 4-9559
Orders to take out

March 4. 1368
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FUTURISTS
(Continued from page 8)
in Huxley's Brave New World.
But most futurists believe t h a t
(Continued from page 7)
proached by the Montdarion Work will still be the only way to
up, the request was not receiv and asked any questions con gain responsibility and power.
Fear & Bliss
ed. Mr. Leo has suggested that cerning the program. A t r u e
Social and political changes
Joe Kloza, sophomore class pre reporter would checks the facts
are far harder to forecast than
sident, send letters to the re behind the story.
sponsible persons hoping t h a t
I suggest that the Moniclari- technological ones. Futurists are
the situation could be rectified on shouldn’t discourage initia earnestly considering all kinds
for future lectures.
tive on campus by chastising, of worries: the possible failure
Miss Nathanson speaks of the on the front page, organizations of underdeveloped countries to
casualness of his exit. Is there that do something for t h e catch up with the dazzling fu
more than one way for a Sena school. I suggest they editorial ture, the threat of war, t h e
Today’s “ New L eft” predicts the
tor to thank an audience and to ize in the editorial column.
make his exit from a stage?
Below is an excerpt of the let mensely and I gather
went
According to the a r t i c l e , ter Joe Kloza, sophomore class very well indeed.
“ These situations must be rec president, received from Sena
Lucy Fusco
tified before the arrival of Har tor Case’s secretary. You can
Secretary to Senator Case
rison Williams, and seating dif see that the Senator’s viewpoint
ficulties and lateness must be was not shared by Miss Nathanticipated.”
The auditorium |anson.
was filled to capacity. A ll the Sincerely yours,
Alan DaCunzo
seats were taken, and e x t r a
students sat in the aisles. This Sophomore Lecture Committee
■made a favorable impression on Dear Joseph Kloza,
The library will be open on
the Senator. Also, President
I saw the Senator briefly yes
Sunday evenings from 6 to 10
¡Richardson was in complete terday and he o f f e r e d his
beginning Sunday, February
agreement with this situation; thoughts about the student as
and he too, like the Senator sembly. He said every detail 20. This arrangement is a re
sult of consultation among Dr.
was pleased.
was looked after with an almost Richardson, Mr. Calabrese, Dr.
The Senator’s lateness was professional eye. He was pleased
Williamson, and the SGA com
something that we knew was to | see so many students, de
mittee headed by Murray S.
possible. We could not howev lighted with the way the ques
Weiner.
er advertise the Senator’s ap tions were asked and the type
The services offered on Sun
pearance as being (between ele of questions asked and just gen day will be more limited than
ven and twelve. The S e n a t o r erally glad that you asked him those offered during the school
said he would be here at ele to come to Montclair and that week. The Sunday use of the
ven, so we scheduled it for ele we were able to work it out.
library will include availabil
ven. I believe the reporter has The Senator is particularly ity of the Reading Room, reg
failed to realize that the Sena grateful to you because he ular circulation of books, and
tor took a plane from Washing knows you were largely respon use of the Zeroz copier. No
ton especially to be with us. sible for the well-planned pro reference service will be avail
Certainly we can overlook his gram.
able.
lateness.
Let me add my thanks to the
The library will be under the
The fact is that the Moniclar- Senator’s for the way you han supervision of Mrs. Ann Berry
ion DID NOT SEEK OUT THE dled everything in connection of Upper Montclair during the
PACTS. Not once were we ap with his visit. He enjoyed it im- Sunday hours.

Srague Library
Now Open on Sun .

need for political movements to
break up big organization. But
the skeptics are plainly in t h e
minority.
Some futurists) like
Buckminster
Fuller,
Relieve
that amid general plenty, poli
tics will simply fade away. Oth
ers predict that an increasingly
homogenized world culture will
increase international amity, al
though Rand’s experts rate the
probability of major war before
the end of the century at 20 per
cent.
Certain prophets are in a posi
tively millennial mood. Har
vard’s Emmanuel Mesthene, ex
ecutive director of a ten-year,
$5,000,000 program on Technolo
gy and Society commissioned by
IBM, believes that for the first
time since the golden age o f
Greece, Western man “ has re
gained his nerve” and has come
to believe, rightly, that he can
accomplish anything.
This may be a rather naive
form of hubris. But even t h e
more cautious futurists a r e
caught up in a renewed sense of
human freedom. The chief mes
sage of the futurists is that man
is not trapped in an absurd fate
but that he can and must choose
his destiny, gp a technological
reassertion of free will.
Reprinted from TIME,
The Weekly News Magazine
Copyright TIME Inc., 1966

MSC Initiates
(Continued from page 8)
leadership.
There will be approximately
60 charter members.
Serving
as a Steering Committee in the
formation of
the Montclair
State College Chapter were Dr.

Shadel To Conduct
Symphonic Concert
Spring will be ushered in with
the Montclair S t a t e College
Symphonic Band concert o n
Wednesday, March 16, 8:30 p.m.
in Memorial Auditorium. Under
the ¡baton of Mr. Shadel, the
program will offer representa
tive works from the Baroque,
Classical,
and Contemporary
periods.
The fifty members of t h e
band, many of them, non-music
majors, will play “ Toccata” by
Fresco Baldi and arranged by
Slocum;
a
contemporary
twelve tone work entitled “ Sum
mersault” , by Hail S m i t h ;
“ Handel in the Strand” by Per
cy Granger; “ Hebrides Suite”
by Clare Grundman; and “ Ex
cerpts from Satoastian Ballet”
by Menotti. For the finale, the
¡band will render “ Highlights
from Golden Boy,” the Broad
way musical starring Sammy
Davis, Jr.
Gary Guzio, a freshman coro
net major, will solo in a Haydn
Trumpet Concerto. Described
as a “very fine” player,- Gary
was president of the Fair lawn
High School band and a mem
ber of the A ll North J e r s e y
Band, A ll North Jersey Orches
tra, and A ll State Band.
Admission to the concert is
free with identification cards
for all college students, facul
ty, and staff. For all others
there is a charge of $1.25.
Floyd N. Reister, chairman;
Dr. Ralph Walter; Dr. Edward
J. Am bry; Dr. Frank P. Merlo; andj Mr. Horace J. Shep
pard — all members of the fa
culty.

MARCH 4-5
8:30 P. M.
M EM ORIAL A U D ITO R IU M
A D ULTS $1.00 — STUDENTS $.50
M ONTCLAIR STUDENTS A D M ITTE D FREE W ITH SGA CARD

March 4. 1968
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Sports ‘n Stuff
by Alan Friedman
Well, Cassius Clay has become eligible for the draft, but one can
be very skeptical as to whether or not Clay will ever be pulled in.
He’s gotten a lawyer to protest the action and has made some un
patriotic remarks. It seems t’nat Clay feels that, if his lawyer
can’t keep him out of the Army, his mouth will. Clay’s induction
has already been deferred for March so he can make more money
from his title fight. I wonder whether or not John Doe’s induction
would be deferred until he could
money. It’s just like the m a n
get his Ph. D „ but it would seem who goes to work every day to
doubtful.
support a family — only m o r e
This brings up the controver
sial question of the drafting of
professional athletes, w h i c h
points out another well-known
case— Joe Namath’s 4-F sta
tus. - Uncle Sam says that they
can’t afford to have four train■ers around whenever Namath’s
knee goes out of whack and that
a faculty knee could cost lives
on the battlefield. Now, I ’m not
one to argue with Mr. Hershey
but there is a question t h a t
comes up. Suppose a clerk had
the same knee problem — would
he have been drafted?
Bob Gleason makes his fifty-third foul shot.

Gleason 9
s 53 in Row Set New N C A A Mark
Sophomore sensation Bob Gleason sank 53 free throws in a row to
fop Howard “ Butch” Komives record of 50 in a row set during the
1962-1963 season when he was a senior at Bowling Green Universi
ty in Ohio. Komives is now a star back court performer with the
N ew York Knickerbockers in the N.B.A.
Gleason, a former star at St. Aloyuius High in Jersey City,
started his string with five against Paterson State, then had thir
teen against Trenton State, ten
in the Central Connecticut State contest, giving him 44 going info
game, 16 in the Glassboro State the Monmouth Game. Bob hit on
four for four in the first half
and then tied the record early
in the second half, but had to
C H R IS P A R I L L O
wait until almost the end of the
game to sink the go ahead shot.
Ladies' and Men's
Bob went on to make the follow
Casual and Country
ing shot to finish out the game

Clotkes
598 Valley Road
Upper Montclair
Shop Hours

Daily 9:30 • 5:30 P.M.
Open Monday Till 9 P.M.

with his streak at 52. In the next
game Gleason made his first
free throw but missed his sec
ond so now he holds the N.C.
A.A. record with 53 in a row.
Records aren’t kept for s m a l l
colleges but presumeably Glea

Positions are now open to all students who are in
terested in working on the MONTCLARION staff as
reporters, editorial assistants, and typists.
Those people interested in make-up, proof reading,
and business are particularly needed.

Name ............................................. Class of

Campus Address

Telephone ....................................... Major

Journalistic position desired ............................
FILL OUT FORM AND PRESENT AT
PUBLICATIONS OFFICE.
LIFE H ALL

son’s record is an American col
lege basketball record. The pro
fessional record is 56 in a row.
The 53 in a row record upped
Gleason into the top twenty free
throw shooters in the nation, N.
G.A.A. small college division.
Montclair State prior to t h e
disasterous Newark - Rutgers
game was well in front of t h e
pack for the N.C.A.A. small col
lege team free throw crown.
However, State was only 8-22
from the charity strip in Rut
gers game.

MOC ELECTS
NEW OFFICERS
The
Music
Organizations
Commission conducted an elec
tion at a meeting held on F ri
day, February 25, 1966 in the
Music Library.
The newly elected officers are
Bruce Deisinger, manager, re
presenting the Symphony Band;
Karen Jo Bennet, treasurer, re
presenting the5orchestra; Mari
lyn Morey, secretary, represent
ing the Concert Band; Mrs. Ca
roline Card, liaison officer, al
so representing the C o n c e r t
Choir; and Clair Murphy, pub
licity, representing the College
Choir. Mr. Louis E. Zerbe is the
faculty chairman of the Com
mission. T h e s e officers will
hold office until next February.
The
Music
Organizations
Commissions. (MOC) is design
ed to- provide for its members
the practical experience neces
sary to organize and present eff e c t i v e programming.
The
Commission strives to offer to
the faculty and student body an
adequate number of concerts
and performances . throughout
the school - year. The range of
programs is chosen with the in
terests of the student body, in
mind.

It’s surprising also that t h e
New York Yankees’ front office
did not make such a big deal ov
er the drafting of Tony Kubek.
Tony Kubek was, at that time,
the best shortstop in baseball
and a big man in the Yankee
pennant - winning machine. But
.when (and if) the draft board
calls, you've got to go.
There are a number o f people
who feel that professional ath
letes shouldn’t be drafted. It’s
too bad they don’t realize that
these men are human beings
like the rest of us, and n o t
gods. These men are not doing
ahythinggreat for the country
by their daring deeds in t h e
field of sports; they are simply
doing their job a n d earning

R oom

Fo r

one

glamorous.
In essence, the most import
ant thing seems to be that a pro
fessional athlete who is making
a good living or has made a
name for himself should be only
too happy to defend this coun
try—they have more to fight
for than most people. Thanks to
the great variety of opportunity
in this country, men like Cas
sius Clay and Joe Namath have
been able to make a name for
themselves by their great abili
ty. Only with the opportunities
in America could a man w h o
Can play baseball or football or
basketball live as well here as
a top atomic scientist lives in
the Soviet Union. It’s up t o
them, and men like them, t o
help make sure that these oppor
tunities are here for a l o n g
time to come.

W E S L E Y ’S J E W E L R Y
Artcarved Rings
628 Valley Road
Upper Montclair, N. J.

more

744-4111

...

q_GERoMIMO

(UstfE'jÿ*

^T.A n P A NEU) CONSECUTIVE"'FOUL SHOT ""
RECORD FOR COLLEGE ÖASKETßALL.
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Indians Close Season; Grappiers Finish Best Season
W in 12 Games, Lose 14

Back in October, when most of us were watching football games
or raking leaves. Coach Hank Ferris and forty dedicated athletes John Sutton 6-6, Pat McGlincy
were straining and sweating to' give Montclair State another suc 3-3-1, Tom Ackers 4-0-1, D a 1‘
Leer 3-4, Scott Wolfesburger 0-1,
The Montclair State Indian the serving parade with 401cessful wrestling season.
Ray Buzcek 0-1-2, and S t e v e
With
an
experienced
squad
of
regulars
returning
from
last
year’s
hoopsters closed out their 1965- points on 12 field goals and an |
10-3 squad, which also was the Metropolitan Co-Champion, Coach Hunter 1-3.
all
important
16
for
16
from
I
1966 basketball season last, Sa
Coach Ferris is very pleased
the charity stripe. Helping out Ferris looked forward to another great season. As the season’s op
turday at Newark-Rutgers and Gleason with the point making ener loomed near, however, the i ——8*——;— — 77:—
¡with the tremendous success of
Bates” f i n - ‘ his fine team and he plans to
were beaten 91-70. The loss was were Luther Bowen with 16 team was faced with the loss of I 1®rcf cornPe 1 or
season with a f i n e take the team to the Interstate
the Big Reds fourteenth ofthe |points, Tommy Lametta
L
with two key members. Co - captain, ,! , , , .
t•
,,
, third place in the Mets.
season against twelve
wins. 12 points, and Jack Apgar with Jim
Invitational Intercollegiate I n Whizzer White sustained |
^
Coach Dave Watkins’ squad 11 points.
Jeff Rosen, our 191 pound dividual Wrestling Champion
an injury which rendered h i m !
was a yonug one with t h r e e
a n d I heavyweight from Fair L a w n ships in Cleveland, Ohio where
The “ Red and White” fought ( inactive for the seasoh,
freshmen and two sophomores
Rich
Keenan,
who
was
third
in compiled a 9-3 record although they will compete against t h e
starting. The only Rlayers who gallantly but were no match the Mets last season, signed a he sometimes had to spot his top fifty small colleges in the
I
for
the
Gulls
from
Monmouth
j
will be graduating this J u n e
pro - football contract which opponent 60 lib. Jeff finished out nation.
are a pair of good reserve sHall |College, who now enjoy a 22-3 j
Credit should also be given to
made him ineligible. The Indi a fine season by winning t h e
I
won-lost
mark.
Monmouth
load
j
Rischbeir and Tony M i n n i.
an grapplers took this in stride Met Championship in the 191 lb. J V coach Jerry Lewis whose
I
at
half-time
43
to
38
and
con
With the whole starting team
“ little Indians” compiled a fine
and came up with the needed class..
returning, an excellent junior tinued their domination in the
Tom Stark, a 130 lb. wrestler 8-2 record, and has done an out
personnel to fill the gap.
second
half:
At
the
final
busker
varsity, which compiled a 21-4
from Palisades Park had an 8- standing job at providing a- nu
record defeating Navy a n d the score was 89-79. The bright | In the season’s opener t h e 3-J. record, with a third in the
cleus for teams of the future.
I
spot
in
the
game
was
Bob
Glea
Indians lost a close decision t o
Princeton, and with a couple of
Christmas tournament and a se
Looking forward to next year,
son’s
fifty
first
free
t
h
r
o
w
j
highlytouted
East
Stoudsburg,
good prospects in the upcoming
cond
in
the
Mets.
Coach
Ferris hopes that t h e
¡
which
broke
Howard
“
Butch”
but rebounded with a string of
freshman class, State seems on
very enthusiastic crowds w i l l
Jim
Urneco,
a
freshman
from
I
Komives
record
of
50.
eleven
straight
victories
o
v
e
r
the why to basketball suprem
Gleason was also high point C.C.N.Y., Newark Rutgers, A l  Brihktown also had a fíne rec continue to support the team
acy in the future. This year’s
producer
in the game with 28. bany State, Monmouth, F.D.U., ord of 8-1 and a fourth place in and he hopes the team’s success
team took a third place in the
will continue in the future. Con
New Jersey College Conference j Little Ron Kornegay, M o n - Trenton State, Glassboro, Mar- the Mets,
gratulations for a fine ■season
To
round
out
the
rest
of
the
had
23
to
lead
the
Gulls.
ist,
Howard
University,
Oneonta
with a 7-3 record behind front
running Newark State (9-2) and
The Indians closed out their State, and C.W. Post, for t h e fine varsity squad we have: and a job well done.
a strong Trenton State c l u b season at homewith an 85-81 best record in M.S.C. history. |
(8-3). Newark State, Monmouth victory over the Gothics from
The Indians finished the sea- .
College and Newark - Rutgers Jersey City State C ollege.-Al son w i t h three
undefeated
are competing now in the N.A. though the score indicates aJ wrestlers, Norm Aprile and Jer
I.A. District No. 31 champion ! close ball game, the Big Reds ry Barks with 12-0 records and
ships at the New Monmouth i were always in control. Brief |Carl Bateman with a record of
College field house in W e s t |Jersey City rallies kept Coach I 11-0-1.
The Montclair State Junior Varsity squad, coached by P a u l
Long Branch.
IOllie Gelston’s cagers in t h e
Norm Aprile, a 163 lib. sopho Szern, finished their season with a laudable 20-4 record. The losses
I ball game.
Tony Minni came I more from Hawthorne, led the j were to highly regarded teams from Fairleigh-Dickinson, FordIn the contest with Central
I off the bench and turned in a team with a 12-0 dual meet re- j ham, Central Connecticut State, and Monmoufn College. The “ L it
entered in the N.C.A.A. small |fine performance getting
111 cord and 16-0 overall. Aprile tied j tle-Reds” were undefeated in the New Jersey College Conference,
college tournament, the B i g
points; Jack Apgar also look-go I Larry Sciacchetano’s school re- j and chalked up impressive victories against 'Navy, Frinceton, and
Reds were able to stay with the
|ther Bowen hit for double fi- cord of thirteen pins in a single |arid New' York Tech. The Jayvees scored almost 100 points per
tall, fast - breaking visitors
| gures with 14and Bob Gleason j season and also had the season’ s game, while fiving up about 70
from New Haven for 'about 33
Randy
Heidemanx». e.ollectUpssed in 25 big ones.
fastest pin in 27 seconds. Norm per contest. Randy Heidemann ed 32 points as Glassborp f 4jl 1
minutes of thè game ; but in
With Bob Gleason relagated j finished an outstanding season was the chief point producer 118-81. Tom Layatol added * 9
the final six minutes Central’s
j
tp
a. bench warmer role due to by
winning the Metropolitan and scored 877 points, in 2 4 pointsand Bill Franzanski col
might was felt and MSC Tell 118
I a shoulder injury, State w a s Championship in the 160 1 b . games for 19.3 pergame ‘ aver lected 18 markers in the win
to 105.
age. The most improved player
I clobbered by Newark - Rutgers! class.
ning effort. ’
.
over -the1 coursé of vt-he season
" "'F o r the Indians, Boh Gleason ¡ 91-70. Hal Fischbein, playing hi
v * ••
Jerry Barks, Captain of t h e was Peter Terâuld who dévëlopMonmouth College handed the
scored 40 points and grabbed off jIhis last varsity. game scored 13
23 rebounds, Keith Neigel add-: nd of game heis capable of. 1965-6- sonny and,a senior from ed into a strong rebounder and |J.V.’s their fourth def2at of £he
ed 22 points, and. Luther Bow- |Keith Neigl had 14 to be State’s Hawthorne, also had an unde ball handler and this in turn]year 87-85. Pete Jerauld was
en and Mike Oakes had 15 top point producer, Tom Fa- feated season with a 12-0 record complimented his1fine shooting ; the. leading point producer;with
apiece,.
j metta scored' 13j and L a t h e r i in the 177 lb. class and was last ability. In reserve roles T o m 21 points.
year’s Met Champion. C o a c h Lagatol and Lou Calderone were
Bowen had 10.
The Gothics of Jersey C i t y
The Glassboro State Collage i
Ferris praises Jerry as an “ ex particularly effective spelling
“ Profs” invaded Panzer Gym
cellent captain,” and “ the team the starters. Lagatol was a good State were outclassed 81-59 i rt
on February 18 and were hand
leader throughout the year.” It rebounder and shooter, while ;the last home Same of the Y ®ar
ed a 95-85 shellacking b y
Randy Heideman and Peter Jer
is easy to see the outstanding Calderone set up many key bas
MSC. The game was all ours!
auld combined for 39 points,
jab done by our fine team cap kets with his passing.
until the f i n a l four minutes
Heidemann getting 19.
tain.
In t h e Central Connecticut
when Glassboro staged a brief
Carl Bateman, a former Phil- contest' the “ Red and White”
In the season’s finale Pete
rally. At half-time the Indians |
lipsrburg star, and a junior math were outrun 107-97. Randy Heid- were instrumental in helping
led 51-36.
major, had his best record ever, erman and Peter Jerauld had 22 State to their 20th victory with:
by going undefeated with an 11- each and Larry Markowitz seor- I20 points apiece as Newark-RutOnce again Bob Gleason led
0-1 record. A real fighter and a ed 20 to pace -State.
j gers was overwhelmed 90-67.

JAYYEES FINISH YE AR ;

COM PILE 20-4 RECORD

PATRO N IZE
OUR

VOTE
Sharon Wilson

A D V ERTISERS

for
Sports M agazine’s
N ational Campus
Queen Contest
Send Postcards To:

Jacobsen’s
Sport Shop

Sports
Campus Queen Contest

"Everything

P.O. Box 3142

for the Sportsman"

Grand Central Station
New York, N. Y.

596 Bloomfield Avenue

Mailing Deadline — March 30

Montclair, N. J. 07042

THE BOW LERO
50 — B o w lin g Lanes — 50

the COLLEGE bowl
Junction of Routes 3 and 46, Clifton, New Jersey

1965-66 Wrestling Team: Top (L. to R.): Carl Bateman, Thomas Stark, Thomas Ackers, Patrick
McGlincy, John Sutton, Coach Ferris. Bottom (L. to R.): Norman Aprile, James Grieco, Jerry
Barks, Jeffrey Rosen, James While.

\
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e ll pay half your fare
The idea’s not as crazy as it may seem.
Anytime we take a jet up, there are almost
always leftover seats.
So it occurred to us that we might be able
to fill a few of them, if we gave the young
people a break on the fare, and a chance to
see the country.

The American Youth Plan'm
We call the idea the American Youth Plan,
and what it means is this:
American will pay half the jet coach fare
for anybody 12 through 21.,
It’s that simple.
.
A ll you have to do is prove your age (a birth
certificate or any other legal document will do)
and buy a $3 identification card.
We date and stamp the card, and this en
titles you to a half-fare ticket at any American
IAirlines counter.
The only catch is that you might have to
wait before you get aboard; the fare is on a
standby basis.
“ Standby” simply means that the
sengers with reservations and the servu^^c-o
get on before you do.
Then the plane’s yours.
•The American Youth Plan is good year

round except for a few days before and after
the Easter, Thanksgiving and Christmas
rushes.
If you can’t think of any places you’d like
to go offhand, you might see a travel agent,
for a few suggestions.
We can’t add anything else.
Other than it’s a marvelous opportunity
to just take off.

Complete this coupon— include your $3.
(D o not send proof of age—it is not needed
until you have your ID validated.)
In addition to your ID card, we’ll also send
you a free copy of A A ’s Go Go American
with $50 worth of discount coupons.
American Airlines Tfouth Plan
633 Third Avenue
New York, N .Y . 10017

j

dress
V

\
!
!

•111 f i n t e

C o l o r of hair.

State
Signature

.Color of eyes.

American £l i r l i n e s
NOT «noi V lu J a NAHA A n n MFXICO.
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